
ABSTRACT 

KING, MATTHEW RUSSELL. Development of Phase Change Materials for RF Switch 
Applications. (Under the direction of Jon-Paul Maria and Elizabeth Dickey). 
 

For decades chalcogenide-based phase change materials (PCMs) have been reliably 

implemented in optical storage and digital memory platforms.  Owing to the substantial 

differences in optical and electronic properties between crystalline and amorphous states, 

device architectures requiring a “1” and “0” or “ON” and “OFF” states are attainable with 

PCMs if a method for amorphizing and crystallizing the PCM is demonstrated. Taking 

advantage of more than just the binary nature of PCM electronic properties, recent reports 

have shown that the near-metallic resistivity of some PCMs allow one to manufacture high 

performance RF switches and related circuit technologies. 

One of the more promising RF switch technologies is the Inline Phase Change Switch (IPCS) 

which utilizes GeTe as the active material.  Initial reports show that an electrically isolated, 

thermally coupled thin film heater can successfully convert GeTe between crystalline and 

amorphous states, and with proper design an RF figure of merit cutoff frequency (FCO) of 

12.5 THz can be achieved. 

In order to realize such world class performance a significant development effort was 

undertaken to understand the relationship between fundamental GeTe properties, thin film 

deposition method and resultant device properties.  Deposition pressure was found to be the 

most important deposition process parameter, as it was found to control Ge:Te ratio, oxygen 

content, Ar content, film density and surface roughness.  Ultimately a first generation 



deposition process produced GeTe films with a crystalline resistivity of 3 ohm-μm.  Upon 

implementing these films into IPCS devices, post-cycling morphological analysis was 

undertaken using STEM and related analyses.   

It was revealed that massive structural changes occur in the GeTe during switching, most 

notably the formation of an assembly of voids along the device centerline and large GeTe 

grains on either side of the so-called active region.  Restructuring of this variety was tied to 

changes in ON-state resistance with increasing pulse number, where initially porous and 

granular GeTe was converted to large crystalline domains comprising the majority of the RF 

gap.  A phenomenological model for this morphology was presented in which the OFF pulse 

melts a given width of GeTe and upon cooling the crystalline template outside the melt 

region acts as a template for an inward-propagating crystalline growth front.  This model was 

further extended to explain observed morphology for ON pulses.  The voids observed along 

the device centerline were connected to increasing OFF state resistance and a relatively 

stable ON state with increasing pulse number via a series resistance model.  As a result of 

this analysis, OFF state resistance was suggested as an early indicator of device reliability. 

Finally, microstructural and electrical property observations were used as a basis for 

implementing improvements to the GeTe deposition process in the form of a heated substrate 

platform.  It was shown that this provides a viable method for attaining stable as-deposited 

GeTe morphology and a substantially improved crystalline resistivity (2 ohm-μm).   

This body of work ultimately provides a blueprint which connects fundamental GeTe 

properties with deposition processes and device performance. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Chalcogenide Based Phase Change Materials 

It has been known for decades that a selection of compounds based on a group VI anion 

sublattice—that is, chalcogenides—have a wide array of unique material properties.1,2 

Commonly employed elements for relevant compounds are shown in Figure 1.1.  

Chalcogenides of various compositions have been shown to be superconducting3, 

ferroelectric4 and thermoelectric5, and some have recently been identified as topological 

insulators6. To date, the most technologically useful aspects of this class of materials, 

however, are derived from the differences between their amorphous and crystalline states.  In 

particular, both the optical and electrical properties of these materials are remarkably 

different depending on their structural framework or phase1,7,8.  This is the origin of the 

commonly used term phase change material (PCM). The question of how these materials are 

able to sustain such an extensive array of properties continues to be an area of vibrant 

research, even after nearly 50 years7,9–11.  Given that our understanding of PCM physics is 

continuously evolving, the following section will summarize the state of the field as it stands 

today.  This foundation will then be used to identify important technological thrusts which 

rely on, and are shaped by, PCM properties. 
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Figure 1.1. Common cations and anions which form the backbone of phase change materials. 

1.1.1 Bonding in PCMs 

As is the case for all classes of materials, the aforementioned PCM properties originate from 

a specific, and in the case of inorganic materials a somewhat unique, bonding modality.  The 

most commonly encountered global bonding types are metallic, ionic and covalent; however, 

all PCMs exhibit a type of minimally mixed covalent-ionic character referred to as “resonant 

bonding”.7  Resonant bonding has been noted in a variety of semiconductor materials12,13 but 

was found to be the foundation of many critical PCM properties.  Hence it bears closer 

examination.  
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Beginning with more commonly encountered bonding types, both covalent and ionic bonding 

are characterized by strong electron localization, whether in the form of hybridized orbitals 

for the former, or electron exchange interactions for the latter. Atomic and electronic 

processes in these materials, then, tend to be influenced primarily by first nearest neighbor 

effects where electron distribution perturbations are confined to locally coordinated atoms.  

Furthermore, bonding between s-block and p-block elements typically obey the octet rule in 

which a stable configuration of 8 valence electrons per atom is observed.   

As a point of contrast, elemental Sb is often used as an exhibition of how PCM resonant 

bonding departs from these characteristics seen ionic and covalent bonding8,14,15. The 

electronic configuration of antimony—[Kr]4d105s25p3—exhibits a filled s-orbital and 3 

available p-orbital electrons which can participate in bonds.  Furthermore, antimony adopts a 

6-fold coordinated octahedral structure, which is fairly over-coordinated (alternatively, 

“hypervalent”) considering the number of available bonding electrons.  Through DFT studies 

of energetically favorable PCM structures, Luo et al. 16 previously showed that viable phase 

change materials almost exclusively show a proclivity toward the 6-fold coordinated rocksalt 

structure rather than the 4-fold coordinated chalcopyrite structure. Comparing the 

configurational energy between the two structures for a variety of PCMs (∆𝐸𝐸 = 𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘 −

𝐸𝐸𝑜𝑜
𝑟𝑟ℎ𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎) it was found that the rocksalt structure was energetically favorable if the 

compound has 4.25 or more valence electrons (Figure 1.2). 
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Figure 1.2. Energy difference between rocksalt and chalcopyrite structures for 

Au(In,Sn,Sb)Te2, Ag(In,Sn,Sb)Te2 and Cu(In,Sn,Sb)Te2 PCMs as a function of the number 

of valence electrons.16 

To further generalize a method for identifying viable PCMs based exclusively on bonding, 

Lencer et al.8 created a “treasure map” which relates ionicity and hybridization and found 

that all PCMs fell within a very specific region (Figure 1.3).  Using the work of 

Littlewood12,13,17 as a foundation, ionicity and hybridization relate the radii of valence 

electron s- and p-orbitals between anions and cations for candidate compounds. Ionicity is 

defined as 𝑟𝑟𝜎𝜎′ = 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎 − 𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎, where the difference in anionic and cationic p-orbital radii 

can be related to the more conventional measure of ionicity, i.e. the electronegativity 

difference between anion and cation.  Hybridization (alternately called covalency) is defined 
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as 𝑟𝑟𝜋𝜋−1 = ��𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎 − 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎� + �𝑟𝑟𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎 − 𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑟𝑟𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑜𝑜𝑎𝑎��
−1

, where the differences in valence s- 

and p-orbital radii for anion and cation species provide a measure of tendency toward orbital 

hybridization. Moving away from the origin along either axis in Figure 1.3, one quickly 

leaves the area of viability for PCMs.  Importantly, as stated previously, one finds a tendency 

for strong electron localization in either the highly ionic or highly hybridized cases.  As such, 

understanding how this unique bonding modality originates will provide a means of 

understanding this class of materials as a whole. 
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Figure 1.3.  A map of phase change materials relating hybridization and ionicity.  (a) 

Compounds from specific chalcogens tend to form co-located groups where increasing 

atomic number is found closer to the origin.  (b) An expanded view of the Te and Sb-based 

compound section shows minimal hybridization and ionicity.8 

(a)

(b)
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Returning to the example of antimony, Figure 1.4 shows schematic (100) slices of an Sb 

crystal, where the left and right images portray possible bond arrangements.  In both cases, 

each Sb atom is surrounded by typical 2-electron covalent bonds which prevent a fully 

bonded octahedral arrangement from occurring.   

 

Figure 1.4.  (001) slices of the elemental Sb structure where the left and right schemes 

represent possible bonding configurations given the number of available bonding electrons.  

The center figure depicts a resonant bonding scheme in which available electrons are shared 

between Sb atoms.14 

A more energetically favorable configuration (Figure 1.4, center) is one in which electrons 

are delocalized and in a state of resonance about each Sb atom14.  By virtue of this 

delocalization, the state of each Sb atom depends not just on next-nearest neighbors—as is 

found in most covalently bonded materials—but on second, third and fourth nearest 

neighbors as well.  As such, resonantly bonded structures are highly susceptible to disruption 

via alloying, strain effects, dislocations and point defects—any electronic or structural 

modification.  The concept of “fragility” as it pertains to bonding and electron delocalization 
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is important for PCMs because even a small amount of disorder can facilitate major changes 

in observed material properties.  In fact, technologically viable applications of PCMs are 

founded entirely on reliably cycling PCMs between the ordered crystalline state and a 

disordered, often amorphous state. 

1.1.2 Impacts of Resonant Bonding 

Before addressing the mechanisms with which PCMs are converted between crystalline and 

amorphous states, important impacts of resonance bonding will be discussed.  Given the 

focus of this dissertation, optical properties will be very briefly discussed while structural, 

thermal and electrical properties will be discussed in detail. 

1.1.2.1 Structural Properties of Prototypical PCM GeTe 

There are many structural nuances which are observed for various PCM alloy compositions; 

however the discussion here will be restricted to prototypical PCM GeTe.  This is for the 

sake of simplicity, but also because GeTe is the exclusive PCM utilized in this body of 

research.  As mentioned in section 1.1.1, one common feature of PCMs is the distorted 

rocksalt-like structure.  The stable room temperature phase of GeTe (α–GeTe) can be 

characterized as having alternating cation and anion layers stacked along [111], but in a 

departure from the true cubic structure, two distinct Ge-Te bond lengths are observed. This is 

the basis of a rhombohedral distortion in the form of a shift in the primary unit cell angle 

(Figure 1.5)18.  Above ~705K an order-disorder transition occurs, wherein local distortions 
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are converted from being periodic to stochastic in nature19.   GeTe congruently melts at 998K 

and in the solid state a relatively wide compositional phase space (~10 at%) exists for what is 

nominally the 1:1 GeTe stoichiometry.  Moving back to local bond arrangements, as a means 

of lowering the overall crystal energy, long and short bonds alternate along [111] in what is 

generally known as a Peierls distortion14,19.  As another means of lowering the free energy of 

the system7,20, crystalline α-GeTe presents an anomalously large number of Ge vacancies, in 

the range of 8-10%21,22.  This results from the tendency for structural relaxation away from 

the rocksalt structure and annihilation of unfavorable antibonding Ge-Te states7.  In order to 

maintain stoichiometry, local Ge vacancies in c-GeTe lead to segregation of a “quasi-

amorphous” Ge phase collected at grain boundaries22.  It will be seen in subsequent sections, 

particularly Section 1.1.2.4, that these Ge vacancies are absolutely critical for characteristic 

metallic-like conductivity observed in GeTe and are therefore the basis of many important 

applications.   
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Figure 1.5. Crystal structure of GeTe arranged in the (a) cubic and (b) hexagonal 

framework.18 

The commonly encountered disordered state of GeTe is similar to c-GeTe in that a 

substantial number of octahedrally coordinated fragments remain7,23.  In contrast to c-GeTe, 

however, tetrahedrally coordinated units predicated on Ge-Ge homopolar bonds are also 

observed (Figure 1.6)24.  Kolobov et al.25 estimated that two thirds of Ge atoms retain 

octahedral coordination, while the remaining one third take on a tetrahedrally coordinated 

motif.  Recalling the discussion of resonance from Section 1.1.1, a decrease in coordination 

leads to an increase in the covalent character of the bond distribution and a concomitant 

hyper-localization of bonding electrons.  Furthermore, as is typical of amorphous glasses, 

short range order in the form of tetrahedral and octahedral subunits have no long range 

registry in a-GeTe.  With its lack of resonant bonding, a-GeTe resembles a more typical 
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amorphous narrow gap semiconductor1,7,18 with very few remnant characteristics unique to c-

GeTe.  Among the differences between the two states, a substantial increase in atomic 

density is observed in the crystalline state, on the order of 8-12%26,27. Building on the 

discussion of the considerable structural differences between a-GeTe and c-GeTe, resultant 

material properties will be discussed in Sections 1.1.2.1-1.1.2.4. 

 

 

Figure 1.6.  Representative structural motif of a-GeTe including both tetrahedral and 

octahedral fragments.24 
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1.1.2.2 Optical Properties of PCMs 

One immediate outcome of electron delocalization is the substantial electronic polarizability 

observed in crystalline PCMs.  As an extension, spectroscopic reflectivity analyses by 

Shportko et al.14 indicate PCMs have both a large optical dielectric constant and fairly 

narrow band gaps (Table 1.1).  Littlewood also noted this as a general feature of many IV-VI 

cubic compounds12,13.   

Table 1.1. Optical properties of selected group IV, III-V and IV-VI compounds.14,28 

Material Optical Dielectric Constant, ε∞ Optical Gap, Eg (eV) 
Si 11.9 1.12 
Ge 16.2 0.66 

GaAs 10.9 1.42 
GaN 5.4 3.4 

Ge1Sb2Te4 36.2 0.39 
Ge2Sb2Te5 33.3 0.48 

GeTe 33.2 0.55 

Quite interestingly, substantial differences in the reflectivity spectra—which originate from 

contributions from the index of refraction, Drude oscillations, dielectric constant, optical gap 

and sample thickness—can be seen when comparing the crystalline and amorphous states 

(Figure 1.7).  Based on the earlier discussion of PCM bonding, this difference can be 

understood in the context of order and disorder.  If polarizability and the optical dielectric 

constant rely on electron delocalization (resonant bonding), then disruptions to long- or even 

medium-range order can effectively alter these properties.  Studies of amorphous PCMs19,23–

25,29–31 indicate resonant bonding is not present in the amorphous state due, generally, to a 
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loss of complete octahedral coordination in all or part of the cation sublattice in favor of 

tetrahedral coordination (e.g. tetrahedral Ge-Ge bonds in a-GeTe24).  Discussions in 

subsequent sections will further demonstrate how the presence or absence of resonance 

control critical material properties in PCMs. 

 

Figure 1.7. Infrared reflectance spectra for amorphous and crystalline Ge1Sb2Te4 (dashed 

lines modeled, solid lines measured).  Text indicates optical signatures of various 

contributions in both states.14 

The optical contrast described herein is the foundation of the chalcogenide PCM-based 

optical storage industry, where “1” and “0” bits are stored as a section of crystalline 
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(reflective) or amorphous (less reflective) material32. Comparing these states in other 

semiconductors such as Si or Ge, one does not find similar differences in the optical 

properties31.  This is due to the fact that both amorphous and crystalline states still favor a 

local bonding environment which is tetrahedral in nature—that is, strong electron localization 

is found even if long range order is not present. 

The spectroscopic signatures of PCMs, having their origins in the resonant bonding structural 

motif, provide a means of evaluating the degree of resonance in a particular material.14  

Specifically, the ratio of optical dielectric constants between crystalline and amorphous 

states, 𝜁𝜁 = [𝜖𝜖∞𝑟𝑟 𝜖𝜖∞𝑘𝑘⁄ ] − 1, and the ratio of optical band gaps,  𝛾𝛾 = 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 𝐸𝐸𝑔𝑔𝑘𝑘𝑎𝑎𝑟𝑟⁄ , indirectly 

represent the extent to which resonance is affecting observed optical properties.  Upon 

calculating ζ for common PCMs one finds large values14—Ge2Sb2Te5 (1.1), GeTe (1.5), 

Ge1Sb2Te4 (1.2).  While analyses such as x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) can 

provide more detailed structure and bonding information, the optical analysis described 

above is an excellent “lab grade” method for determining resonant character in a candidate 

material.  Since resonant bonding affects many material properties, having an easily 

obtained, quantitative metric for this characteristic allows one to quickly evaluate candidate 

phase change materials. 
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1.1.2.3 Thermal Properties of PCMs 

Resonant bonding not only has a significant effect on PCM optical properties, it also controls 

PCM thermal conductivities.  Most, if not all, PCM-based technologies to date rely on 

thermal energy to successfully switch between crystalline and amorphous states; hence a 

discussion of the foundation of PCM thermal properties is warranted. 

Most IV-VI compounds, including PCMs such as GeTe and SnTe, are known to have quite 

low thermal conductivities5,33–37. This is fortuitous in a sense because deeply scaled, high 

density optical and digital memory devices would be impractical if not for extreme 

localization of thermal energy during a switching pulse.  Many crystalline PCMs also have 

high, near metallic, electrical conductivities5,38.  A number of questions follow: What is the 

origin of these properties?  Also, if many PCMs exhibit metal-like electrical conductivity, 

why don’t they have an equally large thermal conductivity? This section addresses thermal 

conductivity in PCMs, while electrical conductivity will be addressed in Section 1.1.2.4.  

In an effort to contextualize the relatively low thermal conductivities found in resonantly 

bonded materials, Lee et al. [ref Lee 2014] modeled thermal conductivity as  𝜅𝜅 = 𝐵𝐵 ∙

��𝑀𝑀�𝑛𝑛1/3𝛿𝛿𝜃𝜃3� 𝛾𝛾2⁄ � , where B is a numerical coefficient, 𝑀𝑀�  is the average atomic mass, n is 

the number of phonon branches, δ3 is the average atomic volume, θ is the acoustic Debye 

temperature, and γ is the Gruneisen parameter.  Comparing the thermal conductivities of IV-

VI compounds to another group of covalent semiconductors (III-V compounds) one finds a 
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few striking differences (Figure 1.8)33.  First, the chosen III-V compounds are all 

substantially more thermally conductive, as much as a factor of 5 in some cases.  Second, 

there is a strong mass ratio dependence for III-Vs, while IV-VI compounds remain mostly 

immune to this variable.  This disparity is further exhibited across a wide temperature range 

Figure 1.9a.33 

 
Figure 1.8. Calculated, normalized thermal conductivity of selected III-V (covalently 

bonded) and IV-VI (resonantly bonded) compounds.33 
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Figure 1.9. (a) Thermal conductivity as a function of temperature for several III-V and IV-VI 

compounds. (b) Cumulative normalized thermal conductivity as a function of phonon mean 

free path for the same group of materials.33 

By expressing thermal conductivity as an accumulation of phonon modes and respective 

mean-free paths (Figure 1.9b)33, it becomes clear that the heart of this characteristically poor 

thermal transport is tied to phonon scattering mechanisms.  Indeed, first principle analyses 

show the presence of low frequency transverse optical (TO) and longitudinal optical (LO) 

phonon states specific to PCMs33,39.  In addition to these “soft” phonon modes, point defects 

in the form of cation vacancies serve as another substantial scattering mechanism35,39.  

Interestingly, vacancy ordering in certain PCM compounds leads to an increase in thermal 

conductivity via an overall reduction in this scattering mechanism.  However, the overall 

thermal conductivity is still substantially lower than one would expect from exclusively 

electron-mediated thermal transport.  As stated previously, this is in stark contrast to truly 
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metallic materials where electronic and thermal transport are directly related.  The 

relationship between electrical and thermal conductivity is theoretically described by the 

Wiedemann–Franz law, in which thermal conductivity 𝜅𝜅 = 𝜎𝜎𝐿𝐿0𝑇𝑇, where σ is electrical 

conductivity, T is temperature and L0 is the Lorenz number with a  theoretical value of 

2.45x10-8 WΩK-2. The extent to which the thermal conductivity of a material obeys this 

relationship can be qualitatively interpreted as a tendency for lattice conduction versus 

carrier-mediated thermal transport.  Siegert et al.35 analyzed a group of (GeTe)x(Sb2Te3)1-x 

alloys to determine the effect of composition and order/disorder on thermal conductivity.  

When moving along the tie line toward the Sb2Te3 end member, the authors found an 

increasing deviation from the Weidemann-Franz law, or, alternatively stated, an increase in 

the tendency for lattice conduction (Figure 1.10).  It is with these materials the observation of 

increased thermal conductivity with annealing temperature—ascribed to reduced point defect 

scattering via vacancy ordering—was made35.  The other end member, GeTe, which does not 

possess a tendency for vacancy ordering, exhibits a greater tendency for carrier based thermal 

transport.   One must again note, though, that even though GeTe is both the most electrically 

and thermally conductive of the (GeTe)x(Sb2Te3)1-x alloys, at ~ 2 W/m-K it is still a quite 

poor thermal conductor.   
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Figure 1.10. Experimentally measured thermal conductivity as a function of electrical 

conductivity for various (GeTe)x(Sb2Te3)1-x alloys.  A curve depicting the Wiedemann-Franz 

law is also plotted for reference, with variations in the Lorenz number providing an upper 

and lower limit. Data for GeTe is shown in the inset.35 

Bringing this analysis full circle, it has been shown that resonant bonding at the same time 

engenders electron delocalization, enhanced polarizability, and near-metallic electrical 

conductivity, but also critically dampens phonon modes and causes phonon scattering via 

point defects33,35,39.  Comparing an ionic material such as NaCl to a resonantly bonded 

material such as PbTe (Figure 1.11), both the effect of delocalization and non-next-nearest 
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neighbor interactions can be seen.  This ultimately gives rise to strong anharmonicity, driven 

by previously described soft TO modes, and substantially reduced phonon lifetimes.  As 

such, the link between resonant bonding and critical material properties continues to be 

important. 

 

Figure 1.11. Modeled electron density and polarization for NaCl (a,c) and PbTe (b,d), 

indicating electron delocalization and polarization effects of 2nd, 3rd and 4th nearest 

neighbors.33 

Until now the discussion has focused on PCMs in general but it is important to note that 

thermal conductivity in the crystalline and amorphous state can be quite different, and this 

difference depends heavily on composition5,33,35,40.  Figure 1.12 shows the thermal transport 

properties of various (GeTe)x(Sb2Te3)1-x alloys, where a significant increase in conductivity 

occurs at some annealing temperature for all samples.  This phenomenon is related to PCM 

crystallization which usually occurs in the range of 125-225°C.  Amorphous glasses are 

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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known to have generally poor thermal conductivity, as are amorphous semiconductors.  In 

both cases, severe disruption of long range order is the cause. 

 

Figure 1.12.  Thermal conductivity as a function of annealing temperature for various 

(GeTe)x(Sb2Te3)1-x alloys.35 

Microstructure can also play a large role in PCM thermal conductivity, as is seen when 

comparing the bulk (6 W/m-K)37 and thin film (2 W/m-K)35 values for GeTe.  Furthermore, 

specific microstructural features such as columnar grains and interspersed amorphous phases 
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can facilitate in-plane and out-of-plane conductivity dispersion on the order of 55% 41.  In 

addition to differences in bulk conductivity between a- and c-PCMs, significant thermal 

boundary resistance between the two states can exist42. For the case of GeTe, thermal 

transport across the interface is dependent primarily on electron-phonon interactions, and is 

highly dependent on carrier concentration42.  In contrast, Ge2Sb2Te5 exhibits phononic or 

lattice conductivity-controlled transport between the amorphous and crystalline phases43.  

Moreover, even in the crystalline state, combining dissimilar PCMs in superlattice-like 

fashion can cause as much as a 3x reduction in composite thermal conductivity due to 

phonon dispersion at interfaces44. 

The preceding discussion of PCM thermal properties on the one hand indicates substantial 

and almost confounding variability across composition, configuration and structure.  On the 

other hand, with a detailed understanding of PCM structure one can indeed optimize the 

thermal response in a device structure of interest. 

1.1.2.4 Electronic Properties of PCMs 

As previously mentioned, the diversity of properties observed with various PCM alloys is 

extended to their electronic properties.  Focusing exclusively on GeTe, distinctly different 

characteristics are observed in the crystalline and amorphous states.  Ordered GeTe is 

presented as a degeneratively doped p-type semiconductor with a narrow band gap on the 

order of 0.4eV and 0.7eV45,46.  Exact values for Eg are difficult to ascertain due to the high 
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electrical conductivity observed for c-GeTe.  This property is derived from the fact that 

vacancy concentrations as high as 10% are observed in c-GeTe at room temperature21,22, as 

mentioned in Section 1.1.2.1.  In an effort to understand the origin of metallic-like 

conductivity in c-GeTe Edwards et al.45,46 used density functional theory (DFT) calculations 

to successively study the effect of Ge and Te vacancies in Ge-rich and Ge-poor conditions, 

all at a variety of temperatures.   Computing a perfect vacancy free structure, where the 

Fermi level is found near mid-gap, the Ge vacancy formation energy ΔEf
Ge is negative while 

ΔEf
Te is positive and on the order of >1eV45.  The formation of Ge vacancies in this state 

pulls the Fermi energy toward the valance band until the point at which vacancy formation is 

no longer energetically favorable.  This occurs when the Fermi level is near or even inside 

the valence band46, which explains the observation of metallic-like conductivity.  Kolobov et 

al.47 showed that Ge vacancies lead to restructuring in the local atomic arrangement such that 

three Te atoms are left with lone pair electrons for each Ge vacancy.   

Upon shifting the chemical equilibrium to a Te-rich state—recall from Section 1.1.2.1 that 

“stoichiometric” GeTe can have a range of Ge:Te ratios around 1:1—was found to further 

reduce the Fermi level and increase the vacancy concentration (Figure 1.13). Increasing the 

temperature from 300-900K, as is the case for all semiconductors, drives the stabilization of 

an even higher carrier concentration and (in the case of GeTe) a reduction in the Fermi 

energy46.  Huang et al. ascribed the low vacancy formation energy to a restructuring of bonds 

in the direction of the Peierls distortion48.  In other words, the formation of vacancies is part 
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of the group of balancing driving forces which stabilize the resonantly bonded, hyper-

coordinated, rhombohedrally distorted GeTe crystal structure.   

 

Figure 1.13. (a) Germanium vacancy concentration and (b) Fermi level as a function of 

temperature for Ge-rich and Te-rich conditions.46 

Departing from the picture of modeled defective GeTe, it has been found that macroscopic 

features inherent in the GeTe microstructure can significantly affect carrier concentration and 

transport properties.  For example, deposition method10,26,38,49, substrate temperature38 and 

thickness38,50 have all been shown to strongly affect GeTe resistivity.  Furthermore Ge:Te 

ratio49,51 and dopants/alloying elements5,27,52 also affect GeTe resistivity.   Transport 

properties for GeTe in general are highly variable based on literature values—room 

temperature mobility tends to be in the range of 5-100cm2/V-s and carrier concentration 

(exclusively holes, as discussed previously) ranges from 0.5-1x1021cm-3.  An example of the 
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temperature dependence of mobility and carrier concentration for various deposition 

temperatures is shown in Figure 1.14.  Note these samples were sputtered on glass substrates. 

On the whole, it is interesting to note that irrespective of deposition method, substrate 

temperature, annealing time, annealing temperature and to an extent composition, c-GeTe 

retains a quite substantial electrical conductivity.  Compared to most metals the conductivity 

is not particularly impressive but compared to other semiconductors—of which GeTe is 

one—GeTe appears unmatched in its conductivity.  Furthermore, the microstructural 

structural quality observed when attaining this high conductivity is nothing compared to the 

perfection required for other commonly used semiconductors, e.g. Si, GaAs and GaN.  That 

is, GeTe can sustain substantial structural distortion and defectivity without sacrificing 

conductivity, likely due entirely to the quite high carrier concentration.  Ultimately this is one 

of the primary reasons why GeTe and other PCMs have been so readily implemented in a 

variety of technologically viable microelectronics applications.  Furthermore, by not 

requiring expensive high temperature epitaxial growth processes for a device active layer, a 

range of new low cost applications are possible.  This will be discussed in greater detail in 

Sections 1.2.2 and 1.2.3. 
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Figure 1.14.  Transport properties of GeTe as a function of temperature for various 

deposition temperatures.38 

Moving on to the amorphous phase, the electronic properties of a-GeTe are quite different 

from c-GeTe, as is to be expected from the structural discussion in Section 1.1.2.1.  In fact, 

the connection between structural features of a-GeTe and the resultant electronic properties 

has been a focus of intense investigation9,19,23–25,30,31,53–57.  In the amorphous state GeTe is 

observed to have a much higher electrical resistivity (>104ohm-cm)26, which coincides with a 
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substantial amount of lattice disorder, a substantial reduction in vacancy content, and a 

widening of the band gap as compared to c-GeTe by roughly 5%58,59. The loss of 

conductivity is explained by the fact that, in contrast to the crystalline phase, the Fermi level 

in a-GeTe remains firmly pinned in the midgap state1. In addition to the loss of long range 

order, the a-GeTe structure is known to consist of a combination of octahedral and 

tetrahedral fragments54,57, the latter of which contain Ge-Ge homopolar bonds25.  

Interestingly, homopolar bonds are also observed in the liquid phase and become trapped in 

the solid phase upon cooling25.  Extensive disorder notwithstanding, the fact that a-GeTe 

retains many structural fragments consistent with the crystalline phase is actually one 

explanation for the capability of fast switching between amorphous and crystalline states.  

That is, existing octahedral fragments can seed nucleation and growth processes, 

significantly reducing the crystallization activation energy60. 
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Figure 1.15. Normalized cell resistance and threshold voltage (Vth) as a function of time for 

an a-PCM.53 

One other interesting, and possibly troublesome, electronic property of a-GeTe is the 

observed increase in resistivity and threshold voltage as a function of time following the 

melt-quench process53.  As seen in Figure 1.15, the increase in each can be quite dramatic 

over a relatively short timeframe.  Since this property is detrimental to the PCM-based digital 

memory community, methods to understand and ultimately manage it have received much 

attention from the research community1,9,25,53,59. The most compelling explanation to date 

utilized DFT simulations of local structural arrangements in a-GeTe to connect localized 
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changes in the bonding environment to electronic features such as band gap, resistance drift 

coefficient, an Fermi energy9.  Ultimately the authors found that, while the initial structure of 

as-quenched GeTe contains Ge-Ge homopolar bonds and related tetrahedral fragments, the 

global structure transitions to 6-fold coordination seen in c-GeTe and a loss of various defect 

states are observed.  In spite of the fact that the structure is relaxing toward the stable c-

GeTe, the magnitude of the Peierls distortion observed in relaxed a-GeTe is substantially 

higher than that of c-GeTe.  Hence, while a Peierls distortion is observed in many resonantly 

bonded materials, it is actually a destructive feature for resonance, and taken to a more 

complete extent it completely diminishes electronic features associated with resonant 

bonding.  

Having summarized the primary electronic characteristics for a-GeTe and c-GeTe it is clear 

that the electrical properties of any device based on this material will critically depend on 

both macroscopic and microscopic features.  Therefore, on the one hand improving GeTe 

thin film morphology can serve to improve device characteristics, and on the other hand 

having an understanding of the connection between microstructure and electronic properties 

will allow one to diagnose changes or degradations in device performance in the context of 

micromorphology.  It is these two points that form the primary motivation for this body of 

work—that is developing and understanding how GeTe morphology can improve the 

performance of an RF phase change switch. 
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1.1.3 The Phase Change Process 

The previous sections have discussed structural, optical and electronic characteristics of a-

PCMs and c-PCMs, and specifically how local order (or a lack thereof) and bonding motifs 

control observed properties.  The following section discusses the various mechanisms by 

which PCMs are converted between these states, factors that control the switching process 

and other important elements of the phase change. 

At the most basic level, to amorphize any material it must be given enough energy to drive 

randomization at the atomic level, followed by removal of that energy at such a rapid rate 

that the atoms are not able to relax to a more energetically favorable—that is, ordered—state. 

The amorphous state is a metastable one for many materials, a state only sustained by the 

kinetic limitations of low atomic mobility.  Amorphization is commonly achieved by using 

thermal energy to heat a material above its melting point, followed by rapidly introducing the 

material to a cold medium.  To demonstrate this same process on a microscale, i.e. for thin 

films, energy pulses of various types must be used.  This is predominantly a thermal process, 

although the source of thermal energy may have its origins in an optical or electrical source, 

which is to say photon absorption or joule heating.  The energy pulse must be large in 

amplitude, short in duration and sufficiently localized.  Furthermore the local environment of 

the material must be able to rapidly move thermal energy into a larger thermal reservoir such 

that the equalized temperature is low.  Finally, the material itself must be conducive to 

melting at reasonable temperatures, must have an accessible thermal window between 

melting and ablation, and must have relatively low atomic mobility such that the amorphous 
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state is sustained.  If any of these conditions are not met, the amorphous state will not be 

achievable. 

Taken again from a basic level, the process of crystallization can occur as a solid-solid 

transformation (i.e. upon heating) or a liquid-solid transformation (i.e. upon cooling).  In 

either case the driving force for nucleation in a classical sense is a balance between the 

decrease in volume free energy, increase in surface free energy and increase in misfit strain 

energy.  This relationship is depicted schematically in Figure 1.16 as a function of nuclei 

radius.  Homogeneous nucleation is the process which occurs in an interface-free medium, 

whereas heterogeneous nucleation involves the utilization of high energy surfaces (e.g. high 

angle grain boundaries) as nucleation sites. In this case the surface energy term is a balance 

between increased surface energy from the nuclei and decreased surface energy originating 

from the destruction of preexisting surfaces.  For both nucleation processes, the initial 

increase in radius causes an increase in free energy, proportional to r2, as the surface area-to-

volume ratio is high and the surface energy term is large.  At some point the nuclei will reach 

a critical radius r*, beyond which the decrease in volume free energy, proportional to r3, fully 

stabilizes the nucleation and growth process.  In the case of heterogeneous nucleation the 

required energy barrier is reduced significantly by differential surface energy reductions, but 

the critical radius remains the same as with homogeneous nucleation. 
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Figure 1.16. Classical nucleation scheme showing Gibbs free energy as a function of nuclei 

radius comparing homogeneous and heterogeneous nucleation processes.  Curves expressing 

surface and volume free energy terms are included for reference. 

Moving now to the specific case of PCMs, since they are typically implemented as thin films 

in a multilayer device stack the opportunity for heterogeneous nucleation is always present. 

However, it has been found that the tendency for growth dominated crystallization (i.e. low 

bulk nucleation rate) or nucleation dominated crystallization (i.e. high bulk nucleation rate) is 

highly dependent on PCM composition and local environment61–66.  A thorough discussion of 

this topic can be found in Section 4.2.  Beyond initial nucleation processes, the dynamics of 

crystallization can be understood in the time-temperature-transformation (TTT) landscape, 

where crystallization must be viewed as a balance between the driving force for nucleation 

and atomic mobility (Figure 1.17).  Maps of this nature provide information about OFF-state 
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retention time—i.e. the speed with which a metastable a-PCM spontaneously crystallizes as a 

function of temperature—and maximum quench time allowed to achieve the a-PCM state.   

 

Figure 1.17.  Generalized PCM time-temperature-transformation (TTT) diagram (left) atomic 

mobility (center) and driving force for crystallization (right) as a function of temperature.1 

From Figure 1.17 it is clear that stabilizing the amorphous phase for PCMs can be a difficult 

process, given the required quenching speed.  The tendency of a liquid to be quenched into a 

glassy state is identified with a measure of liquid “strength” or “fragility”.  By plotting 

viscosity as a function of inverse temperature normalized to the glass transition temperature 

(Tg) it can be seen that PCMs are very weak glass formers (Figure 1.18)67,68.   
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Figure 1.18. Viscosity as a function of reciprocal temperature normalized to the glass 

transition temperature (Tg) for a variety of materials.67 

Around the glass transition temperature atomic mobility (inverse viscosity) is by definition 

very low; however, for PCMs very slight positive deviations in temperature facilitate a sharp 

increase in atomic mobility.  This can be seen in Figure 1.19, where growth velocity peaks 

between Tmelt and Tg, and falls off rapidly outside this range. 
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Figure 1.19.Crystal growth velocity of GeTe as a function of temperature, measured directly 

via transmission electron microscopy.69 

As a point of reference for this discussion, Figure 1.20 shows for a wide variety of materials 

the relationship between temperature at which maximum growth rate is observed (Tmax) and 

the glass transition temperature (Tg) follows a 1.48:1 ratio within 10%63.  This establishes an 

upper limit to the margin for amorphization.  Of critical importance, PCMs fall within a 

temperature range where Tg, Tmax and Tmelt are (1) high enough to limit crystallization within 
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normal thermal deviations from room temperature and (2) not so high as to be inaccessible 

with reasonably applied thermal energy sources. 

 

Figure 1.20.  Relationship between the temperature at which maximum growth rate occurs 

(Tmax) and the glass transition temperature (Tg) for various materials. The Tmax/Tg ratio is 

consistently 1.48±0.15 for all studied materials.63 

Of course the preceding discussion has important implications for device structure 

optimization if one is to successfully implement PCMs in optical or electronic applications. 
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Having an understanding of fundamental PCM properties, the discussion is now extended to 

PCM applications. 

1.2 Applications of Phase Change Materials 

Section 1.1 discussed the nature of amorphous and crystalline PCMs, as well as the diversity 

of their resultant physical properties.  The following sections will summarize how these 

properties were harnessed to create platforms for optical storage, digital memory and 

electronic switch technologies. 

1.2.1 Optical Storage 

Applications involving the optical properties of PCMs are mentioned here only briefly, as 

they are an important part of the PCM development timeline but are somewhat tangential to 

the present body of work.  Yamada et al.32 successfully demonstrated that (GeTe)x(Sb2Te3)1-x 

alloys in an optical disc configuration could be successfully cycled between the amorphous 

and crystalline state using ns-scale laser pulses.  The authors found an energy landscape in 

which laser pulse amplitude and duration were varied to stabilize both the melt-quenched 

amorphous and crystallized phases.  Relying on the previously described optical contrast 

attainable with PCMs, this became a cost-effective, scalable technology for rewritable optical 

storage media.  As the thin film structure and PCM material properties were optimized, 

storage capability and write speed were dramatically increased7.  Figure 1.21 shows relevant 

PCM compositions and associated technology nodes for optical storage media. 
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Figure 1.21.  Schematic ternary diagram identifying important PCM compounds and related 

optical storage media technology nodes.7 

1.2.2 Non-Volatile Digital Memory 

As early as 1968, phase change materials were observed to have an electrically switchable 

“memory effect”, where high and low resistance states could be repeatedly attained2.  In the 

subsequent decades an entire industry was built around this concept, now called “storage 

class memory”, which represents a much faster and non-volatile storage option compared to 

Flash memory70. 
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Figure 1.22.  (a) Schematic of a PCM memory cell.  Fabricated cell in the (b) 

ON/SET/crystalline state and (c) OFF/RESET/amorphous state.70 

To achieve high storage densities required by modern computing technologies, multilevel 

arrays based on the PCM “mushroom cell” (Figure 1.22) have been developed. In this 

structure a PCM is sandwiched between a top and bottom electrode and surrounded by an 

insulator.  These devices are self-switching in nature, where the OFF state is achieved by 

passing a current directly through the PCM, joule heating induces melting and rapid removal 

of thermal energy establishes a quenched amorphous state.  The ON state is achieved by 

establishing an electric field between top and bottom contacts, the magnitude of which is 

large enough to create a small crystalline filament that draws enough current to heat the local 

environment above the crystallization temperature.  Lastly, a much lower amplitude voltage 

READ pulse is applied to assess the resistance state of the device.  The temporal nature and 

relative amplitude of each pulse are shown schematically in Figure 1.23.   

(a) (b) (c)
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Figure 1.23.  Schematic showing voltage pulse magnitudes and durations to required achieve 

“SET” and “RESET” states, as well as “READ” voltage.  After ref70. 

Critical aspects of PCM-based NVM include OFF-state retention time, crystallization 

temperature, crystallization speed, threshold voltage and melting temperature.  At an even 

more basic level, the memory cell architecture and chosen materials must remain stable when 

exposed to high temperature excursions and potentially reactive materials.  OFF-state 

retention for phase change memory is related to the stability of the PCM amorphous state as a 

function of temperature and time.  Since the “RESET” state is a critical part of the binary 

memory cell operation, any change to the measured properties of this state will negatively 

affect device performance.  This can include the upward resistance drift discussed in Section 

1.1.2.4 or a reduction in cell resistance due to full or partial recrystallization of the 

amorphous state.  The complete loss of cell data associated with the latter point prompted the 

critical design specification of a minimum 10 year state retention at 80°C 70.  Fortunately 
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there are many materials which can match this criterion while also fulfilling other 

specifications.  A relatively straightforward way to predict OFF-state retention in a memory 

cell is to measure the crystallization temperature (Tcryst) of blanket PCM films.   

 

Figure 1.24. Variation in electrical resistance with temperature for GeTe showing the 

transition from the amorphous (resistive) to crystalline (metallic) state. Data from71, model 

from60. 

As is shown in Figure 1.24 for GeTe, measuring the resistance of the initially amorphous 

PCM as a function of temperature one can observe the abrupt drop in resistance which occurs 
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when the PCM crystallizes.  This method has its limitations, however, since it represents the 

composite effects of nucleation and growth processes, is sensitive to temperature ramp rate 

and because it has been shown that as-deposited amorphous PCMs crystallize very 

differently than melt-quenched PCMs72.  As such, crystallization is often evaluated using 

various types of Kissinger analyses67 which account for crystallization kinetics by 

incorporating heating rate and ultimately provide a composite crystallization activation 

energy.  Since this method also does not distinguish between nucleation and growth 

processes electron microscopy methods can be used to directly visualize the transformation 

process50,65,69,73–76.  From these analyses it can be seen that PCMs of different compositions 

often crystallize in vastly different fashions; that is, growth velocity, nucleation activation 

energy and crystallization temperature all depend on composition, structural history of the 

PCM and surrounding device architecture55,60,61,63,64,77–83.  Given the wide range of observed 

crystallization behaviors and associated OFF state retention capabilities, proper PCM 

selection is extremely important. 

In an extension of relevant OFF state properties and crystallization mechanics, NVM cells 

rely on a phenomenon called threshold switching to convert from the amorphous to 

crystalline state.  Threshold switching is a moniker derived from the concept that a voltage 

applied to an OFF state PCM cell, above a certain threshold, will cause spontaneous state 

conversion.  Microscopically, this process is understood to consist of voltage induced 

formation of crystalline filaments within the amorphous matrix which are needle-like in 

shape84.  If the applied voltage remains below a critical value the filament will recede once 
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the electric field is removed; however, above the threshold voltage (Vth) the filament will 

bridge the gap between conductive bottom electrode and crystalline PCM, through the 

amorphous volume.  As mentioned previously, connection between the top and bottom 

electrodes by virtue of a conductive filament causes a substantial increase in current density 

and subsequent joule heating, which then thermally converts the remaining amorphous 

material into the crystalline state.  Threshold voltage for a given memory cell depends on the 

amorphous width since the filament must ultimately traverse the gap.  Threshold voltage also 

critically depends on temperature, as filament formation and propagation follow an 

Arrhenius-like relationship84.  

Another important parameter for PCM-NVM is the crystallization speed, which is directly 

tied to bit write time and latency.  Two primary approaches exist to address this challenge: 

choose a PCM with a small activation energy for nucleation or choose a PCM with a very 

large crystallization speed.  For the former, nucleation dominant materials such as GST-225 

are commonly utilized.  When using materials which readily nucleate crystalline grains, as 

long as the entire cell volume is somewhat elevated in temperature the switching event can 

be quite fast.  However, these materials are plagued by unwanted reductions in state retention 

time since small thermal fluctuations can easily affect the cell state.  Another option to solve 

the latency challenge is to use materials which rapidly crystallize once crystalline grains are 

present.  One such material is an AgInSbTe alloy (“AIST”) which has been shown to have a 

crystallization velocity as high as 60 m/s 72.   The benefit of this characteristic is that low 

latency can be achieved without the same thermal issues seen with nucleation dominated 
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materials.  The major downside is the energy required for switching will drive up the total 

system power consumption by virtue of increase pulse energy requirements.  As always, 

engineering tradeoffs must be made to maximize system performance in a given application. 

Continuing the discussion of power consumption, one of the major drawbacks of the PCM-

based NVM technology is the power required for operation, which is ultimately tied to pulse 

energy since no prime power is dissipated in either state.  The OFF or RESET pulse requires 

the most energy of course, since some volume of the PCM must be melted to stabilize the 

amorphous state.  It should be noted, however, that the IPCS device discussed in Section 

1.2.3.1 utilizes more energy for the ON pulse, which is half the amplitude but 10x the 

duration of the OFF pulse.  Device design and material selection play a big role in power 

requirements, but perhaps the largest contributor is the PCM melting point (Tmelt).  Reducing 

Tmelt directly reduces the required melt energy and also eases design constraints for quench 

time.  Unfortunately, the drive to reduce Tmelt for power consumption purposes is matched by 

the push to increase Tcryst for data retention purposes.  This ever-decreasing thermal window 

presents a challenge for the PCM designer which has not yet been fully reconciled18. 

One of the primary ways to improve most PCM-NVM design parameters discussed so far, 

including memory density, switching speed and switching energy is to decrease the cell 

size70.   The mushroom cell architecture shown in Figure 1.22 is often designed so that a 

PCM volume of only 103 nm3 or less is actually being melted, which is an impressively small 

quantity.  This minimization also limits the amount of stress which can build inside the 
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memory cell, which is important considering the thermally induced stresses as well as the 

phase change stress itself—volume contraction/expansion on the order of 5-10% occurs 

between the crystalline and amorphous phases.  In spite of massive temperature swings and 

structural changes, NVM-based PCM devices of this nature can be highly reliable, in some 

cases demonstrating one trillion cycles before failure (Figure 1.25)70. 

 

Figure 1.25.  PCM cell resistance for an increasing number of cycles, demonstrating 

reliability up to 1012 cycles.70 

The preceding discussion of PCM-based NVM characteristics and design considerations 

represents a substantial body of work by numerous researchers over the last few decades, and 
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it has provided for particularly enlightening insights into the fundamental properties of PCMs 

themselves.  Moreover, this exploration has opened the door to the possibility of extending 

PCM electronic property applicability to other device technologies.  One promising area of 

development is the RF switch. 

1.2.3 RF Electronic Switches 

Applied in non-volatile memory (NVM) applications, PCMs are utilized as part of a state 

machine where the main condition for stable “1” and “0” states is an appreciable dynamic 

range in resistance.  That is, even as little as a 101 OFF:ON ratio, irrespective of absolute cell 

resistance within a large resistance range of 102-105 ohm, is sufficient for NVM devices.  

Moving beyond this requirement, one can ask—can PCMs be utilized both for their 

resistance contrast and metallic-like crystalline resistivity?  How would this be useful?  To 

answer these questions an exploration of important RF performance metrics is warranted.   

For radio frequency (RF) applications ON-state resistance (RON) is directly tied to insertion 

loss, or the tendency of a device/medium to attenuate RF energy, so minimizing this 

resistance is critical.  Furthermore, the ideal OFF state for an RF switch would appear as an 

air gap, or a state of minimal capacitance (COFF).  This relationship between ON and OFF 

states, or RON and COFF, as it pertains to switch performance is formalized as a figure of merit 

known as the cutoff frequency (FCO).  At the limit of acceptable switch operation the ratio of 

OFF impedance (ZOFF) and ON (ZON) impedance will be unity, or in other words there will 

be no discernable difference between the two states.  Based on this condition one can define 
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the cutoff frequency as  𝐹𝐹𝐶𝐶𝐶𝐶 = 1 2𝜋𝜋𝑅𝑅𝐶𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐶𝐶𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜𝑜⁄ . This is quite useful as a metric for comparing 

switch technologies, as is seen in Figure 1.26, where insertion loss (left) is related to ON-

state resistance and isolation (right) is related to OFF-state capacitance.  Returning to earlier 

questions, what is to be gained by using a switch with a large FCO, and also what applications 

are only feasible with a large FCO switch? 

 

Figure 1.26. Insertion loss (left) and isolation (right) for a variety of RF switch 

technologies.85 

In the case of an ideal RF switch—alternately a lossless conductor and an air gap with perfect 

isolation—one can imagine a completely reconfigurable system capable of integrating a wide 

array of active and passive components.  A simplistic depiction of this type of 

reconfigurability is shown in Figure 1.27.  One can imagine connecting an array of amplifiers 
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and filters, where the performance of each element is optimized for a specific frequency 

range.  By integrating discrete narrowband devices in a reconfigurable parallelized fashion 

one can attain both high performance and wideband operation.  The latter feature is 

particularly important while the RF spectrum is becoming increasingly cluttered, ultimately 

rendering fixed frequency systems far less capable.  Conventional semiconductors 

technologies applied in an RF switch topology would ultimately be unfeasible due to 

excessive loss or would require additional amplification stages, rendering the system too 

costly.  Using the data from Figure 1.26 and the arbitrary routed signal path in Figure 1.27, a 

CMOS-based RF switch at 20GHz would incur ~4.5dB of insertion loss before any other loss 

mechanism is added.  Since real reconfigurable systems would involve many more 

components it is clear that this is an untenable path; hence modern mobile platforms and next 

generation military radar systems alike will require a better switch to achieve cost and 

performance parity. Based on the preceding discussion, an answer to this problem could lie 

with a phase change material-based switch.  Section 1.2.3.1 will detail such a device, which, 

using the same reconfigurable circuit example, would only incur 0.8dB of loss.    
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Figure 1.27.  Simplified picture of an arbitrary reconfigurable RF circuit which integrates a 

collection of amplifiers and filters to demonstrate wideband performance. 

1.2.3.1 The Inline Phase Change Switch 

Compared to NVM and optical storage applications, incorporation of PCMs into RF devices 

is a relatively recent thrust area with a small number of device configurations reported to 

date86–89.  Among the most promising for RF switch applications is the so-called Inline Phase 

Change Switch (IPCS)71,85,88,90,91.  In this configuration the RF signal line passes through a 

PCM (in this case GeTe), which is converted between ON and OFF states by applying a 

current pulse to an electrically isolated thin film heater.  The decoupling of signal and control 
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line, which is unique to the IPCS structure, enables a very low ON-state resistance while still 

retaining switchability and also allows for significant simplification of circuit design.  During 

this pulse the heat is transferred into the GeTe through the barrier layer, and by optimizing 

layer thicknesses along with pulse amplitudes and durations, the heat is quickly shunted into 

the substrate and contacts upon pulse termination.  A schematic of the switch layout is 

presented in Figure 1.28.  The IPCS architecture was designed to minimize RON by 

minimizing the RF gap, maximizing the device width and maximizing the PCM thickness.  

OFF-state capacitance was minimized by utilizing the maximum thickness barrier layer and 

minimizing other parasitic capacitances.  Furthermore the ability to adequately heat the GeTe 

and subsequently quench it into the OFF state—by far the most challenging of the thermal 

profiles—is engineered by choosing the appropriate insulator material and thickness, which 

acts as a high impedance thermal path to ground, and choosing the appropriate barrier 

material and thickness, which controls the amount of heat delivered to the PCM itself.  

Properly designed, a high performance IPCS with an FCO of 12.5THz can be demonstrated 92.  

Furthermore a still world class 7.3 THz FCO design demonstrated reliability up to 10,000 

pulses93.  
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Figure 1.28. Schematic layout of the inline phase change switch (IPCS) from the (a) top view 

and (b) cross section view, along the dotted line in (a). 

In order to understand how the IPCS was demonstrated in the first place and how it can be 

improved, one must address the critical RF switch design criteria and ultimately match this 

with a fundamental knowledge of PCM properties.   

Per the preceding discussion regarding RF signal attenuation, one of the most important 

parameters of a PCM RF switch is the ON-state resistance.  While the global RON is a 

composite of all resistance contributions—contacts, line loss, etc.—from a PCM perspective 

the critical parameter is crystalline resistivity, ρcryst.  As discussed in Section 1.1.2.4, the 

metallic-like crystalline resistivity is driven by cation vacancies and associated free carriers.  

Comparing bulk values of ρcryst, one of the lowest values is seen in prototypical PCM GeTe 

and as such it was chosen as the IPCS active material.  Of course the bulk properties of any 

material are often not observed once implemented as a very thin film, subject to a variety of 
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microelectronic processing steps,  so one substantial development area was the improvement 

of ρcryst through an array of deposition process variations.  Without such a development 

effort, ρcryst can often be 4-5x the bulk value which would clearly be unacceptable in this 

application.  The development process and results are discussed in Chapter 3. 

Beyond ρcryst, another important parameter is the OFF-state retention.  The state retention 

problem for RF switches is similar in nature to what is observed for NVM applications.  That 

is, as ambient temperature is increased the tendency for unwanted crystallization to take 

place increases as well.  Since RF platforms often involve high power components which 

dissipate a substantial amount of heat, ambient temperature can be 50-100°C.  As such a 

material with a relatively high crystallization temperature must be used.  Fortuitously, in 

addition to low resistivity GeTe has a relatively high Tcryst (~190°C) compared to other 

PCMs. 

The OFF state can also be compromised by a mechanism similar to threshold switching in 

PCM memory cells.  In the case of a multiport RF switch—e.g. single pole, double throw 

(SPDT) topology—while RF energy is being transmitted through an “ON” arm it is 

simultaneously being reflected by all “OFF” arms.  As the polarity of the signal oscillates 

from positive to negative an electric field is being applied across the amorphous region of all 

OFF-state switches.  The magnitude of the field is proportional to the root-mean-square 

voltage (Vrms).  As discussed in Section 1.2.2 threshold switching occurs when, at a given 

temperature, an electric field with a magnitude above a minimum threshold exists across the 
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amorphous region.  Threshold voltage is a critical design parameter for PCM-based RF 

switches, as it represents an upper limit for power handling in a multiport switch topology.  

Since Vth is related to crystallization, growth and amorphization phenomena (Vth is 

proportional to amorphous width) a complete understanding of these processes in the context 

of the IPCS is necessary.  Studies undertaken to address this challenge are discussed in 

Chapters 4 and 5. 

Another design criterion for PCM-based RF switch technologies is the switching speed.  

Since the targeted frequency of operation is in the range of 1-100GHz, one might expect 

significantly more stringent switching speed requirements compared to digital memory 

applications.  As it turns out, for many reconfigurable RF applications the switching speed 

need only be in the range of microseconds.  This is due to the fact that subsystem or array-

level reconfigurability would not take place at GHz frequencies; rather it is the RF signal 

itself which would be oscillating at GHz frequencies.  Hence, as long as the PCM is capable 

of supporting high frequency RF energy and the device is designed with minimal parasitics 

switching speed is a less critical issue.  If one were to attempt implementing these switches in 

transmit/receive modules, which absolutely do require sub-microsecond switchability, this 

material and device would not be acceptable as configured.  

In summary, Figure 1.29 shows the generalized relationships between Ge:Sb:Te ternary 

composition and resultant properties.  Based on the preceding discussion, GeTe was 

determined to be the optimal material for implementation in the IPCS structure. 
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Figure 1.29.  Ge-Sb-Te ternary phase diagram with the (GeTe)x(Sb2Te3)1-x tie line identified.  

Compositional dependencies of switching speed and OFF state stability (i.e. increasing Tcryst) 

are shown.   GeTe is indicated as the lowest resistivity PCM composition. 

Given the described RF switch design criteria, resultant material selection and appropriate 

process development, one major remaining hurdle is device reliability.  Studies of this nature 

are extensive in number for PCM-based memory cells.  However, there are critical 

differences between those device architectures and the IPCS structure.  These differences are 

discussed extensively in Chapter 4 but can be mentioned here briefly.  First, the difference in 

switchable PCM volume is staggering: 103 nm3 for memory cells and 109 nm3 for the IPCS.  

Such a substantial difference in volume requires more thermal energy for each switching 

operation and can possibly alter the switching process altogether, microstructurally speaking.  
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That is, for the latter point, switching in effect can change from interface dominated 

nucleation to more bulk-like homogenous nucleation since the surface area-to-volume ratio 

of the PCM volume is changing.  Moreover, the difference in PCM volume and surrounding 

materials can drastically change the stress state and stress relief mechanisms observed in the 

PCM.  As will be discussed in Chapter 5 this, in conjunction with the extra thermal energy 

required for switching, can have a significant effect on device reliability.  Finally, 

considering the stringent ON-state resistance requirements for RF switches, understanding 

the interplay between PCM morphology and electrical performance as a function of cycle 

number will be critical.  In the end, the promise of the IPCS architecture as an RF switch and 

the relatively unknown nature of PCM behavior in this device necessitate morphological 

investigations which will ultimately connect to performance and reliability.    

1.3 Summary of Scope 

Recently prototypical PCM GeTe has been implemented in a new device architecture 

specifically tailored for RF applications—the Inline Phase Change Switch (IPCS).  While 

many fundamental properties of PCMs remain unchanged in the IPCS, unique electrothermal 

conditions necessitate an analysis of crystallization and vitrification phenomena specific to 

this device.  Moreover, specialized application requirements such as minimal ON-state 

resistance necessitate an effort to optimize the PCM electrical properties.  Reports on PCM 

structural transformations in this device and the minimization of PCM resistivity are very 

limited at this time; therefore a thorough investigation is essential. 
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Developing a complete understanding of these processes in the context of fundamental PCM 

properties will directly translate to performance improvements through optimization of 

switch layout, pulse conditions and PCM structure and composition.  Such performance 

metrics include threshold voltage (Vth), power handling, ON-state resistance (RF insertion 

loss), OFF-state capacitance (RF isolation) and cutoff frequency (FCO).  It is imperative that 

these improvements be realized in order to successfully transition this technology into 

manufacturable systems.   

The purpose of this research program will be to investigate methods for reducing the 

crystalline resistivity (ρcryst) of candidate PCMs while maintaining or minimally affecting the 

necessary ROFF, Tcryst, Vth and phase stability requirements.  This will be accomplished by 

correlating at a fundamental level the PCM microstructure, composition and phase with 

resultant electronic properties and switch characteristics.  Characterization methods will 

include XRD, STEM, EDS, RBS, and electrical testing of fabricated devices.  Proposed 

methods for reducing ρcryst involve both morphological improvements and compositional 

variations.  Morphological investigations will be driven by altering power, pressure and 

substrate temperature during sputter deposition.  Compositional effects will be evaluated as a 

function of Ge:Te ratio in stoichiometric GeTe.  Finally, GeTe morphology as a function of 

number of cycles will both provide a deeper understanding of the switch operation and 

provide insight into paths for material improvements.  In the end, this research effort aims to 

both extend the state of the art in PCM research and enable significant system level 

improvements to this RF switch technology. 
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2 Experimental Methodology 

The following chapter details the methods by which GeTe phase change material films were 

deposited and characterized.  More specific details relevant to each set of experiments can be 

found in the experimental sections of subsequent chapters. 

2.1 Phase Change Material Deposition 

All thin films studied herein were deposited using a DC magnetron sputtering system with a 

base pressure of 0.6-2x10-7 Torr.  The system is configured with two 3” sputtering guns for 

the purposes of co-sputtering alloy films, a resistive substrate heater with a max temperature 

of ~800°C and the capability for substrate rotation.  Sputter guns were off-center from the 

substrate centerline but angled toward the substrate at ~45°. The target-substrate distance was 

fixed at approximately 5”. 

 

Figure 2.1. Schematic of experimental magnetron sputtering system. 
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In-situ deposition rate monitoring was accomplished with a crystal rate monitor.  Tooling 

factor values were altered to match the deposition rate with measured post-deposition 

thicknesses.  Measurements of this variety were accomplished with a combination of tape 

liftoff and profilometry (for the case of room temperature depositions), x-ray reflectivity, and 

focused ion beam (FIB) cross sections with scanning electron microscopy-based dimensional 

measurements.  Optical emission spectroscopy was utilized to characterize active gaseous 

species present in the plasma.  Applied power ranged from 25-100W and was sourced from a 

1kW DC Advanced Energy MDX power supply unit.  Research grade Ar was used as a 

process gas at a flow rate of 25sccm.  Deposition pressure ranged from 5-20mTorr and was 

controlled using a conductance-limiting multi-vane valve.  Deposition test pieces were test 

grade Si (100) coated in an amorphous 90nm PECVD Si3N4 film, which were cleaned with a 

10:1::H2O:HCl solution for 1min, followed by a 10min spin-rinse-dry cycle.  In the case of 

fabrication lots where the GeTe was to form the device active layer, substrates consisted of 

high resistivity (>10kohm-cm) Si (100) or semi-insulating 6H-SiC wafers which were coated 

in PECVD Si3N4. Below the nitride barrier layer was patterned thin film heaters composed of 

either W or NiCrSi.  The deposition system is not configured with a load lock so the chamber 

was allowed to pump overnight to reach base vacuum.  Given the exposure of the target 

surface to atmosphere upon loading a sample, each deposition was preceded by a 15 minute 

pre-sputter.  This length of time was determined by the amount of time required to stabilize 

the DC bias, as measured by the power supply.  Run to run DC bias variation was on the 

order of 1-2%, indicating a stable process.  The GeTe target was bonded to a Cu backing 
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plate via an In bond to allow for heat dissipation into the cathode surface, which is water 

cooled.  During the burn-in procedure, applied power was increased at a rate of <10W/min to 

decrease thermal loading and prevent target cracking.  During the burn in process a substrate 

shutter was used to prevent unwanted deposition.  Substrate rotation was used at all times 

during the burn-in and deposition processes to improve uniformity.  In-wafer sheet resistance 

variance (ratio of standard deviation to the mean) was routinely <1.5%.  Substrate 

temperature variations were used to alter the GeTe microstructure and observed electrical 

properties.  Temperatures in the range of 25-250°C were used.  In the cases where the 

substrate platform was heated, an Ar partial pressure was sustained at 5-20mTorr and the 

temperature was increased at a rate of 10°C/min and allowed to stabilize for at least 2 hours 

prior to deposition.  This was done to ensure complete thermal equilibrium on the wafer 

surface, which is known to be difficult at reduced pressure due to point contact thermal 

conduction.  Once the deposition process was complete, the power being supplied to the gun 

was terminated, the gate valve was closed and the chamber pressure was increased to 400-

500Torr.  Given the relatively high vapor pressure of tellurium, and overpressure of vent gas 

(dry N2) helped maintain the as-deposited film stoichiometry.  Simultaneous with the 

pressure increase the temperature controller was set to room temperature and the stage was 

allowed to cool, which typically required 1-2 hours.  Samples were unloaded at temperatures 

<50°C to prevent unwanted oxidation.  After deposition, blanket films were either 

transported to analytical tools for characterization or introduced back into the fabrication line 

for further processing in the case of device lots. 
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2.2 Phase Change Material Characterization 

Since one of the primary goals in this body of work is to correlate morphological features 

with electrical properties and ultimately IPCS device performance, a wide variety of 

characterization methods were used to analyze GeTe films. 

X-ray analysis methods including x-ray reflectivity (XRR) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) were 

used for global structural and compositional analysis.  The system used for both analyses was 

a Bede D1 configured with a fixed x-ray source powered by a 2.2kW sealed generator (Cu 

anode) and a parabolic multilayer metal film collimating mirror to increase count rate.  A Ge 

(044) channel-cut crystal (CCC) was used for XRR analysis to as a means of filtering filter 

Kα2 and Kβ radiation.  No monochromating element was utilized for XRD analysis, which 

was done to increase count rate. The optics stage was configured with a 2mm wide by 10mm 

tall exit slit to control beam size. The sample stage was configured for 6-axis motion (omega, 

phi, chi, X, Y, Z) and the detector stage contains automated slits (1mm for XRR only) and a 

Soller slit with a 0.4° acceptance angle (used for grazing incidence XRD only).  The detector 

itself is a high dynamic range 0D scintillation detector.  

XRR involves impinging a collimated beam at a very shallow angle to the substrate and 

measuring reflected x-rays as a function of Omega-2Theta.  Specularly reflected x-rays form 

the basis of the detected signal, given the 1mm detector slits.  Upon rotating the sample into 

the impinging beam a condition of total external reflection is observed until a critical angle is 

reached, at which point x-rays begin penetrating into the sample.  This angle can be taken as 
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a measure of material density as it relates to the surface electron density.  As the sample and 

detector are translated through a predetermined angular range, where theta is increasing at a 

rate of 2*omega, the collimated monochromatic beam is reflected from internal and external 

sample interfaces in a constructive and destructive fashion, thereby leading to interference 

fringes or intensity oscillations.  The period of these oscillations is proportional to film 

thickness while the peak/trough ratio is determined by the density difference between the two 

materials.  Lastly, surface or interface roughness acts as a signal attenuation mechanism with 

increasing angular position, as impinging x-rays are scattered outside the angular acceptance 

range of the detector.  Since the density, thickness and roughness impact the measured 

reflectivity in unique ways, this method lends itself to high fidelity modeling and associated 

curve fitting.  In the case of the experiments discussed herein the Bede REFS software was 

utilized to model XRR data.  GeTe films in the thickness range of 10-30nm were utilized, 

which provided a balance between wide enough intensity oscillations (limiting required 

system resolution and decreasing scan time) and the number of observed oscillations 

(improving the ability of the modeling software to adequately fit the data).  Prior to each 

XRR scan the samples were aligned in 2-theta and omega in a half-cut z-axis position, where 

the half-cut position was found at an omega position of 1000 arcsec.  Scans were then 

generally performed in a range of 500-6000 arcsec.  Low signal to noise ratio due to sample 

roughness generally limited the maximum scan angle. 

X-ray diffraction measurements were completed in the grazing incidence configuration 

(GIXRD).  Similar to XRR, GIXRD involves an impinging an x-ray beam at a shallow angle 
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relative to the sample.  For all cases in this body of work the sample stage was fixed at 2°, 

step size in 2theta was 0.1° and count time was 1sec.  As the detector is rotated about theta, 

reflections from randomly oriented, i.e. non-textured, materials are collected.  This geometry 

is particularly useful for thin films given the expanded beam footprint and associated signal 

collection area.  Furthermore, GIXRD scans as a function of omega can enable evaluation of 

variation in composition, phase or texture as a function of sample depth, given the increasing 

penetration depth with increasing omega. Samples were always loaded such that the primary 

flat (110) was rotated 45° from the impinging beam so as to not address the Si (110) zone 

axis reflection observed at ~55°.   GIXRD results were compared against the PDF2 database 

to confirm present phases. 

To measure the bulk composition of GeTe films Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy 

(RBS) was performed by Evans Analytical Group.  This method uses ion scattering to obtain 

a quantitative standardless measure of thin film composition as a function of depth.  RBS 

spectra are acquired at a backscattering angle of 160° and an appropriate grazing angle (with 

the sample oriented perpendicular to the incident ion beam). The sample is rotated or tilted 

with a small angle to present a random geometry to the incident beam. This avoids 

channeling in both the film and the substrate. The use of two detector angles can significantly 

improve the measurement accuracy for composition when thin surface layers need to be 

analyzed.  The schematic diagram in Figure 2.2 shows the scattering geometry in a typical 

RBS experiment.   
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When a thin (<100nm) amorphous or polycrystalline film resides on a single crystal substrate 

“ion channeling” may be utilized to reduce the backscattering signal from the substrate.  This 

results in improved accuracy in the composition of layers containing elements that overlay 

with the substrate signal, typically light elements such as oxygen, nitrogen and carbon.   For 

all experiments the He++ ion beam energy was 2.275MeV, the normal detector angle position 

was 160° and the grazing detector angle position was ~115°. 

 

Figure 2.2.Scattering geometry of RBS experiments performed at Evans Analytical Group. 
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Electrical properties of GeTe films were measured using a 4-point probe.  This includes 

single sheet resistance (Rsheet) measurements at room temperature as well as temperature 

dependent Rsheet measurements, performed on a headed sample chuck.  The 4-point probe 

consists of four collinear osmium probes 40µm in diameter, spaced at an equidistant 1.27mm 

with 180g spring pressure.  Current was applied to the outer probes using a Keithley 237 

source, while the voltage drop across inner probes was measured using a high dynamic range 

multimeter. In all cases 1mA was forced through the outer probes to prevent unwanted 

sample heating.  Sheet resistance, in ohm/sq, can then be calculated as 𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 =

(𝑉𝑉 𝐼𝐼⁄ )(𝜋𝜋 𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛(2)⁄ ).  If thickness is known, resistivity can be calculated as 𝜌𝜌 = 𝑡𝑡 ∙ 𝑅𝑅𝑘𝑘ℎ𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑘𝑘 in 

ohm-m.  If GeTe films were deposited at room temperature and were therefore in the 

amorphous phase, they were crystallized at 280°C for 2 hours in Ar.  Alternately, Rsheet as a 

function of temperature for a-GeTe films was measured to determine the crystallization 

temperature (Tcryst). 

To evaluate film morphology and thickness scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used.  

This method involves exposing the sample in vacuum to an electron beam in the energy 

range of 1-20keV.  Impinging electrons inelastically scatter inside the sample, where some 

are scattered back out of the sample (backscattered electrons) and are collected by an 

Everhart-Thornley detector.  The time varying signal is registered with the beam position on 

the sample, and hence as the beam rasters across the sample the intensity fluctuations can be 

converted to a greyscale image.  This methodology is sensitive to surface features, as ejection 

of backscattered electrons (by far the most dominant type of detected electrons) from a 
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surface has a significant angular dependence.  Secondary electrons are created from the 

excitation of core shell electrons within the analyzed sample and are thus sensitive to atomic 

number.  While the number of collected secondary electrons is limited, they still provide a 

measure of atomic number contrast which can be very useful.  GeTe samples were analyzed 

using this methodology to observe surface roughness, microstructural texturing and any 

sputtering induced features such as columnar grains.  Furthermore SEM was utilized to 

characterize as-fabricated and pulsed IPCS devices.  

When analyzing fabricated devices, a focused ion beam (FIB) was used to prepare cross 

sections, which were then imaged using a standard electron beam.  A FEI Helios 630 

Dualbeam was used to deposit a C or Pt protective layer, followed by a coarse milling step to 

quickly remove the bulk of unwanted material, followed by a final lower beam energy 

“polishing” step to create smooth imaging surface with little redeposition, and finally 

followed by imaging with a standard electron beam at 1-20keV.  This methodology allows 

one to observe thin film assemblies “on edge” where interfaces and thickness effects can be 

seen.  FIB processing is also used to create very thin foils (80-200nm thick) which can then 

be analyzed using transmission electron microscopy (TEM).  This process is completed using 

a sequential milling technique in which a ridge of material is created, attached to a 

micromanipulator using FIB-deposited Pt and then released from the substrate using a final 

milling step.  The lamella is then attached to a TEM grid, at which point it can be transferred 

into the TEM. 
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The final analysis techniques utilized in this body of work are scanning TEM (STEM) and 

aberration-corrected STEM (AC-STEM), along with related complementary analyses such as 

nanobeam diffraction (NBD) and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS).  This analysis 

is predicated on passing a high energy electron beam, often 200kV, through an electron 

transparent lamella which was prepared from the bulk sample of interest.  STEM analysis is 

based on the process of rastering a focused electron beam across a sample along with 

simultaneous detection of transmitted electrons.  Electrons which pass through the sample 

and are scattered at a low angle are captured in a manner similar to bright field TEM, which 

is an imaging mode sensitive to sample mass thickness and diffraction in crystalline 

materials.  Atomic number contrast or Z-contrast imaging allows for distinguishing high and 

low mass elements and is accomplished using a High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) 

detector.  A secondary electron detector can also be used to evaluate surface morphology 

features, similar to standard SEM analysis, and is useful to visualizing, for example, residual 

Ga on the sample foil which originated from FIB processing.  The scanning electron beam 

produces x-rays by virtue of excitation and relaxation of core electrons from analyzed 

elements and as such can be used for elemental mapping.  This technique is known as energy 

dispersive x-ray spectroscopy.  Crystallographic information can be obtained via nanobeam 

diffraction (NBD) analysis, in which the scanning beam is aligned parallel to the zone axis of 

a crystalline material in the lamella.  Detected diffraction spots can be used to calculate 

lattice constant and therefore determine the sample phase.  A Hitachi HD-2300 STEM was 

used for TE, ZC and SE imaging as well as EDS and NBD mapping.  Additionally a Hitachi 
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HD-2700 aberration corrected STEM, capable of ~0.4nm resolution, was used for high 

resolution imaging of GeTe films in IPCS devices. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Germanium telluride (GeTe) films have been recently demonstrated as the active element in 

low-loss RF switches, where a 7.3THz cut-off frequency (Fco) was achieved86–88,93.  In order 

to simultaneously realize the low ON-state transmission loss and large OFF-state isolation 

required for this application, significant optimization of the GeTe films was required.  In 

particular minimizing contact resistance (Rc) and sheet resistivity (Rsheet) without the use of a 
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capping layer is a necessity.  Varying the GeTe deposition conditions led to a wide range of 

structural, chemical and electrical properties which ultimately enabled the demonstration of a 

capless GeTe inline phase change switch (IPCS) structure.  Conversely, improper deposition 

conditions led to extensive oxidation which would push Rc and Rsheet to unacceptable levels.  

In addition to its relevance for IPCS devices this work has implications for the environmental 

stability of GeTe as a function of its physical morphology. 

3.2 Introduction 

Phase change materials (PCMs) based on chalcogenide materials exhibit marked changes in 

electrical, optical and structural properties upon amorphization or crystallization.2  Since this 

large variation in material properties can be readily controlled by managing nucleation and 

growth processes, PCMs have been successfully utilized in a variety of optical storage and 

nonvolatile digital memory applications.70  Excellent stability and data retention is due 

largely to rapid, high fidelity phase transitions and activation energies >> kT for transitions.  

Nucleation and growth processes as well as OFF- and ON-state resistivities are acutely 

dependent on film composition, impurity incorporation and morphology.94–96  As a means of 

controlling nucleation dynamics, maintaining film stability during device fabrication 

processes and in some cases providing electrical access for read/write pulses, most PCM 

devices make use of in-situ deposition of protective thin films such as SiO2, Si3N4, and 

TiN.78  Recent reports have demonstrated that GeTe can be utilized in a very low loss RF 

switch which has the ability to enable, among other things, reconfigurable RF circuits.88  In 

order to realize both low insertion loss and high isolation from a passive structure, a capless 
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GeTe structure was needed for this device.  Furthermore, omitting the capping material 

reduces processing requirements and limits the extent to which thick GeTe films react to 

form unwanted alloys or intermetallics.  Of particular importance for IPCS devices was the 

development of a sputtering process for stable cap-free GeTe films with minimal ON-state 

resistance and large OFF/ON ratios.  Minimizing ON-state insertion losses necessitates low 

contact resistance (Rc) and low sheet resistivity (Rsheet), which requires creating and 

maintaining high quality GeTe films and interfaces.  This was accomplished through 

correlating structure-property relationships to the various deposition conditions.  Ultimately, 

developing a cap-free deposition process which produces stable, impurity free PCM films 

which can subsequently be patterned in ambient air, followed by RF transmission line 

metallization simultaneously improved device performance and increased the robustness of 

the fabrication processes.  This work is also relevant for investigating the environmental 

stability of sputtered GeTe films. 

3.3 Experimental 

Stoichiometric GeTe films were deposited via DC magnetron sputtering at a range of applied 

powers (25-65W, 0.5-1.4 W/cm2).  Base pressures for each deposition were in the range of 2-

8x10-8 Torr.  Wafers were rotated at a rate of 25 rpm and were held approximately 10 cm 

from the sputter gun.  Semiconductor grade Ar was used as the sputter gas and was 

introduced into the chamber with flow rates of 25-75 sccm.  Argon partial pressures during 

the deposition were varied from 5-20 mTorr and were controlled jointly by the Ar flow rate 

and a conductance-limiting butterfly valve.  Deposition rates were monitored with an in-situ 
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crystal rate monitor and were verified using a profilometer.  Following deposition, GeTe 

films were characterized on the basis of morphology using an SEM and structural properties 

were evaluated using grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXRD).  The compositions of as-

deposited films were analyzed using a combination of Rutherford backscatter spectroscopy 

(RBS) and secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS), which were carried out at Evans 

Analytical Group.  Amorphous-crystalline transition temperatures and OFF/ON resistance 

ratios were obtained using a heated probe stand and an identical ramp rate for all samples (6° 

C/min).  Sheet resistivities of crystallized GeTe films were measured with a 4-point probe 

and the transmission line method (TLM).   

Following GeTe film optimization, IPCS devices were fabricated using standard liftoff and 

etch processes.  A detailed description of the device structure was given in earlier reports,1 

but it is described here briefly for completeness.  The IPCS structure consists of an arbitrary 

substrate—though in this case high resistivity silicon was used—followed by a 30 nm 

thermal SiO2 insulator layer.  A 120 nm NiCrSi film was then patterned to form the heater 

element, upon which 30 nm of PECVD silicon nitride was deposited.  This electrically 

insulating barrier isolates the heater from a 75 nm GeTe layer, which was patterned 

according to desired device geometries.  Ohmic contact was achieved with 1 μm Ti/ Au 

metallization.  
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3.4 Results and Discussion 

A GeTe films and chalcogenide films in general are known to exhibit deposition dependent 

electrical properties,26 as well as heating rate-dependent amorphous to crystalline transition 

temperatures.  The effect of deposition conditions can be seen in Figure 3.1, where the 

resistance of various GeTe films is plotted as a function of temperature.  Since the resistance 

was measured on unpatterned films, the values were normalized to the respective maximum 

resistance, Rnorm = R(T)/Rmax, which was measured at room temperature.  For this reason the 

absolute ON and OFF resistances cannot be compared between samples, but the transition 

temperatures and OFF/ON ratios can be compared.   

 

Figure 3.1. Normalized resistance [R(T)/Rmax] as a function of temperature for GeTe films 

sputtered at a variety of power and pressure conditions.  (b) Expanded dotted line region in 

Figure 1(a) to show transition temperatures and final RON values. 
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An immediately striking feature of the data set can be seen at the highest pressure condition 

(17 mTorr), which could not be converted to a conductive state.  All other films were 

successfully crystallized, each with a unique crystallization temperature and ROFF/RON ratio.  

High pressure depositions forced the crystallization temperature Tcryst and crystallized 

resistance to higher values, while variations in power had less of an effect.  These results are 

summarized in Table 3.1.  Since the application space for RF switches requires extremely 

low ON-state resistance and a large OFF/ON ratio, the high power and low pressure (65 W, 5 

mTorr) represents the optimal set of sputtering conditions.  This pressure point represents the 

lowest possible condition for stable plasma operation for the tool used in this study.  It should 

be noted that further optimization may be possible for tools which can access other areas of 

the power-pressure space.  

Table 3.1. Summary of deposition conditions and resultant electrical properties for sputtered 

GeTe films. 

Sample Power (W) Pressure 
(mTorr) 

Transition 
Temperature (°C) 

ROFF/RON Crystallized ρ 
(Ω-mm) 

1 25 5 187 2.7x10
6
 8.4x10

-3
 

2 25 10 192 8.3x10
5
 4.6x10

-1
 

3 65 5 186 4.9x10
6
 3.0x10

-3
 

4 65 17 None N/A N/A 
 

To further explore the effect of sputtering power and pressure on GeTe film properties, the 

deposition rate was mapped throughout the full extent of the deposition window (Figure 3.2, 
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bottom). The lowest deposition rate (1.6 Å/sec) was observed in the high pressure, low power 

regime.  This effect is well established, as deposition rate is directly proportional to applied 

power.  Furthermore at high pressure the substrate bias and mean free path are decreased, 

both of which lead to a reduction in deposition rate.  Conversely in the low pressure, high 

power regime the deposition rate is maximized at 7.7 Å/sec.  Increasing the deposition rate is 

desirable as a means of increasing wafer throughput and reducing impurity incorporation 

during deposition.  The latter point is especially critical in this case since impurities can 

negatively affect the minimum achievable sheet resistance and OFF/ON ratio of 

chalcogenide materials.97 As such, evaluating impurities in the as-deposited GeTe films 

provides further insight into variations in film electrical properties. 

 

Figure 3.2. Oxygen content (top) and deposition rate (bottom) of GeTe films as a function of 

deposition pressure and power.  Oxygen incorporation was reduced to negligible levels with 

a 10 min pre-sputter process at 65 W and 5 mTorr. 
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Figure 3.2 (top) also shows the proportion of oxygen measured in GeTe films in each of the 

power-pressure regimes.  A number of important points are apparent in this data set.  First, 

the oxygen content for a number of the films is quite high—over 20% in many cases.  

Second, the oxygen content is directly proportional to pressure and inversely proportional to 

power.  This observation correlates to the deposition rate data and the fact that impurity 

incorporation increases with decreasing deposition rate.  However, impurity incorporation 

alone cannot account for >20% oxygen content.  Optical emission spectroscopy indicates the 

sputtering process is driven by Ar (Figure 3.3) without a substantial fraction of gaseous 

oxygen present. The atomic oxygen triplet at 777 nm is very sensitive to the presence of O2 

or H2O, and as seen in the inset of Figure 3.3 only Ar I peaks are observed.   

 

Figure 3.3. Optical emission spectroscopy of the DC magnetron discharge at 65 W and 5 

mTorr.  The inset shows the absence of the oxygen triplet at 777 nm indicating gaseous 

oxygen is not present in the discharge. 
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Given the lack of detectable gaseous oxygen, the effect of film morphology on oxygen 

incorporation must be taken into account. To this end, the seminal work by Thornton98 

provides a framework for evaluating the effect of pressure and substrate temperature on film 

morphology.  Since the substrate temperature was held at ambient conditions in this work, 

the microstructures of as-deposited films will depend largely on deposition pressure.  The 

microstructure model indicates the high pressure case produces films dominated by a high 

level of porosity and therefore significantly increased surface area.  Since GeTe forms a thin 

oxide when exposed to oxygen or moisture,99 by increasing porosity and exposed surface 

area the GeTe oxidation transitions from a superficial to full-volume process.  Applying this 

framework to compositional and electrical properties observed here, depth-driven oxidation 

provides an explanation for the inconvertibility of films deposited at high pressure, 

considering that germanium oxide does not exhibit low and high conductivity states in the 

amorphous and crystalline states, respectively.  In the case of optimal sputtering conditions 

(low pressure, high power) the propensity to oxidize is exclusively limited to the surface, 

given the lack of extended porosity throughout the film.  Oxygen contamination at these 

conditions (~7%) is therefore likely driven only by incorporation during deposition.  It was 

found that this value could be reduced to ultimately negligible levels by adding a 15 min pre-

sputter prior to deposition, indicating target surface contamination was the primary source of 

impurities if the film was deposited in a non-porous state.   
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Figure 3.4. Morphology of GeTe films as-deposited and post-crystallization, as a function of 

deposition pressure. Scale bars 500nm. 

(a)

(b)
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Since film morphology is so acutely tied to electrical properties—and ultimately device 

performance—GeTe morphology and structural characteristics were evaluated using SEM 

and GIXRD, respectively.  Figure 3.4 shows the morphology of as-deposited and crystallized 

GeTe films deposited at a single power level and a variety of pressures.  For the 65 W, 5 

mTorr case, prior to crystallization the average grain size is approximately 20 nm, however 

upon crystallization the grain size increases by over an order of magnitude (100-700 nm), as 

measured by SEM.  Void formation was common in crystallized films, which is likely due to 

film intragrain densification and intergrain coalescence of micro- or nano-sized voids. 

Chopra and Bahl38 have reported densities of 5.6 and 6.17 g/cm3 for as-deposited and 

crystallized GeTe films, respectively, indicating a substantial fraction of the as-deposited 

film volume consists of voids.  These voids do not have a deleterious effect on device 

performance or reliability, as 1500 cycles have been achieved without failure in the IPCS 

device structure.88   The number of cycles demonstrated was limited by test constraints rather 

than IPCS degradation or failure. 
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Figure 3.5. GIXRD scan of GeTe films at omega = 2o.  Crystallized GeTe films deposited at 

5 mTorr present GeTe reflections while as-deposited films exhibit no crystalline reflections.  

Films deposited at 17 mTorr consist of GeO2 and TeO2 phases in the as-deposited state. 

Concomitant with densification and grain growth, GeTe films crystallize in the rhombohedral 

phase (Figure 3.5, top), which is the most stable phase at room temperature.26  The extent of 

phase uniformity for optimized GeTe films is consistent with complete compositional control 

and reduction of oxygen incorporation.  This is further exemplified by GIXRD scans of GeTe 

films sputtered at 17 mTorr (Figure 3.5, bottom), which in contrast consist of reflections 
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from the GeO2 and TeO2 phases even in the as-deposited state.  The presence of these phases, 

combined with the compositional data from high pressure depositions, indicates a strong 

driving force for GeTe oxidation in porous films.  While nearly all reflections are located at 

unique 2-theta positions, it should be noted that both data sets include a peak around 27o, 

which could indicate the presence of an identical phase in both films. However, taking into 

account the relative intensities of indexed GIXRD peaks and the compositional data, it is 

clear that the reflections represent unique phases.  As-deposited films in the 65 W, 5 mTorr 

condition exhibit no phase specificity which indicates a limited degree of short range order 

(Figure 3.5, middle).  Since no GeO2 reflections are apparent when utilizing the optimized 

sputtering process and oxygen incorporation is negligible, it is clear that as-deposited and 

crystallized GeTe films are stable without the use of a protective capping layer. 
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Figure 3.6. TLM measurements of crystalline GeTe sputtered at 65 W and 5 mTorr. 

Calculated Rc and ρcryst are 9.85x10-3 Ω-mm and 2.97x10-3 Ω-mm, respectively. 

While in-situ deposited protective films have been used to reduce oxidation in most PCM 

devices, IPCS devices require a capless GeTe deposition to maximize device performance.  

Therefore the extent to which cap-free GeTe films can be fabricated into devices must be 

evaluated.  Deleterious effects of oxidation or exposure to processing chemicals would be 

presented as (1) large or variable contact resistance, (2) unrecoverable conductivity 

reduction, (3) unwanted shifts in Tcryst or (4) a reduction in ROFF/RON.  As reported 

previously,88 optimized GeTe films were utilized in the IPCS configuration and a cut-off 

frequency (Fco) of up to 7.3 THz was demonstrated.  In conjunction with optimized GeTe 
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film properties, IPCS devices rely on extremely low contact resistance to realize such a high 

Fco.  As shown in Figure 3.6 contact resistance Rc, as determined by the transmission line 

method (TLM), was 9.85x10-3 Ω-mm. The measured resistivity in devices fabricated from 

optimized GeTe films was 2.97x10-3 Ω-mm, resulting in an ON-resistance RON of 0.08 Ω–

mm.88 These values are comparable to the 3-4x10-3 Ω-mm reported in the literature for thin 

film crystalline GeTe.38,100  The fabrication of low Rc and RON, high Fco ICPS devices 

demonstrates that optimized GeTe films can be processed without a protective cap, 

substantially relaxing manufacturing requirements by decreasing device complexity.  Future 

work will focus on increasing the Fco through optimized device designs and further 

decreasing the resistivity of phase change material films. 

3.5 Conclusions 

In summary, a deposition process that enables cap-free processing of GeTe films has been 

demonstrated. Electrical and compositional properties of the GeTe films were found to 

depend heavily on the deposition conditions.  Films with minimal oxidation, no formation of 

the GeO2 phase and the lowest sheet resistivity were produced at the 65W, 5mTorr 

deposition condition. Optimized films were used in the fabrication of IPCS devices, where an 

Rc of 9.85x10-3 Ω-mm and a crystalline resistivity of 2.97x10-3 Ω-mm were achieved. 
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4.1 Abstract 

Crystallization and amorphization phenomena in indirectly heated phase change material-

based devices were investigated. Scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) was 

utilized to explore GeTe phase transition processes in the context of the unique inline phase 

change switch (IPCS) architecture. A monolithically integrated thin film heating element 

successfully converted GeTe to ON and OFF states. Device cycling prompted the formation 

of an active area which sustains the majority of structural changes during pulsing.  A 

transition region on both sides of the active area consisting of polycrystalline GeTe and small 

nuclei (<15nm) in an amorphous matrix was also observed. The switching mechanism, 

determined by variations in pulsing parameters, was shown to be predominantly growth-

driven.   A preliminary model for crystallization and amorphization in IPCS devices is 

presented. 

4.2 Introduction 

Glass forming chalcogenide-based phase change materials (PCMs) have been studied for a 

number of decades2 and have since been implemented in a variety of commercial 

applications. This includes non-volatile digital memory and optical storage media.32,101  Two 

main device architectures have formed the basis of this exploration:  (1) “mushroom cap” 

PCM plugs converted to crystalline and amorphous states via joule heating directly through 

the PCM and (2) laser-converted PCMs below an optically transparent capping layer. Critical 

to both are the thermodynamic and kinetic factors controlling the conversion from ON to 

OFF and vice versa.   To address this challenge a number of groups have utilized 
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transmission electron microscopy to investigate switching mechanisms and microstructures 

in PCMs50,69,75,80,102–108.  Reports investigating a common PCM, GeTe, have often expressed 

a growth-based crystallization mechanism69,102,109. On the other hand, molecular dynamics 

(MD) simulations indicate GeTe expresses a crystallization mechanism (from the melt) 

which is nucleation-dominated below 325oC and growth-dominated above 325oC 50.  Sosso, 

et al.110 also showed via MD simulations that at 225oC homogeneous nucleation of GeTe 

from the melt and heterogeneous nucleation from a c-GeTe surface are kinetically 

competitive processes.  At 425oC, however, crystallization occurs via propagation of growth 

fronts from the existing c-GeTe grains.  Furthermore, compared to common PCMs 

Ge2Sb2Te5
 81 and GexSb1-x alloys74, whose maximum growth rates are <1 m/s and 15 m/s 

respectively, GeTe has a maximum growth rate of 3 m/s.69,111  Given the intermediate growth 

rate and temperature-dependent crystallization mechanism, it is clear that the actual 

crystallization mechanism and the speed with which it occurs must be evaluated in the 

context of specific device architectures and pulse parameters.  Recent reports have identified 

a GeTe-based architecture which utilizes an indirectly coupled thin film heater element as a 

technologically relevant path for low loss RF switches and reconfigurable RF arrays.85,88,90,112 

The so-called inline phase change switch (IPCS) has been demonstrated to have a cutoff 

frequency (Fco) of 12.5 THz by successfully establishing robust amorphous and crystalline 

regions even after hundreds of cycles.92  However, no reports evaluating the PCM 

morphological characteristics which critically control the IPCS switching mechanisms have 

been published.  
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There are a number of differences between the IPCS architecture and most PCM switches, 

and it is these differences that drive the need for in depth morphological analysis. The first 

major difference is the volume of PCM being converted between amorphous and crystalline 

states.  Viable RF switch technologies are built around the lowest possible ON-state 

resistance and in the case of IPCS devices this is achieved by increasing the PCM volume. 

For typical IPCS devices the switchable volume is on the order of 0.1-1 μm3, while PCM 

architectures for digital memory are often 10-5 to 10-6 μm3.113 This is an important distinction 

because as memory cells progressively scale to smaller dimensions, heterogeneous 

nucleation driven by proportionally higher PCM-surface interactions becomes a more 

predominant factor during crystallization.  Alternatively, the IPCS architecture has a much 

smaller surface to volume ratio; therefore the crystallization mechanisms observed in ultra-

scaled PCMs cannot be assumed to be identical a priori.  Materials exhibiting nucleation-

driven crystallization would likely behave similarly in either device—i.e. random and 

rampant nucleation throughout the PCM volume.  On the other hand, materials with large 

energy barriers for nucleation—e.g. GeTe—will exhibit crystallization mechanisms which 

are critically dependent on the number and nature of available interfaces.  Decreasing the 

availability of interfacial area and therefore the likelihood of heterogeneous nucleation may 

lead to slower switching, given the long incubation time associated with homogeneous 

nucleation66.  In light of this, one of the primary aims of this study is to investigate how a 

drastic increase in PCM volume affects the propagation of nuclei and the distribution order 

and disorder during cycling.  Answering this question will also provide a pathway for 
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improving device parameters that depend on the structure and size of amorphous and 

crystalline regions—e.g. threshold voltage and ON-state resistance, respectively. 

Another major issue driving the need for in-depth morphological analysis of IPCS devices is 

related to the heating mechanism and contact structure.  In many via-style PCM devices the 

bottom electrode (BE) can also serve as an inline heating element, while IPCS devices utilize 

an electrically isolated thin film heater (TFH) to melt and recrystallize the PCM. Physically 

separating the PCM and TFH removes a major element in crystallization mechanics: the 

interaction between a potentially reactive metal electrode and the PCM.   For example, 

previous studies114–116 showed that using Ti as the BE in GST-based PCSs induces Te 

migration and can ultimately prevent the GST from forming the hexagonal close packed 

phase altogether117.  Taking the PCM and TFH out of intimate contact significantly broadens 

the pool of usable heater materials.  Since the TFH and PCM will not react with one another 

in this configuration the TFH can be chosen exclusively based on electrical resistivity, 

thermal conductivity and reliability, which is a benefit of the IPCS design. Electrically 

isolating the heater and PCM does, however, create additional thermal boundary resistances 

and layers which will affect heating and cooling cycles in the PCM volume.  Compared to 

laser-induced or direct-heating conversions, indirect heating relies more heavily on proper 

heat flux management from an offset thin film heater and multiple thermal boundaries to 

achieve both ON and OFF states.  Other reports have discussed a conceptually similar device 

architecture which utilizes an in-situ heating element73,81,118, however no correlation between 
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the PCM micromorphology and device characteristics have been made. The effect of this 

barrier layer on GeTe morphology and IPCS switching must therefore be investigated.   

Considering the need for a more thorough understanding of crystallization and amorphization 

in IPCS devices, this work utilizes aberration-corrected scanning transmission microscopy 

(AC-STEM) to help elucidate the foundation of its switching mechanism.  Fully exploring 

such mechanisms will also create a path for future device improvements in the form of ON-

state resistance, threshold voltage and power handling. 

4.3 Experimental 

IPCS devices were fabricated as described previously.71,88  Briefly, the devices consist of a 

SiC substrate with a 30nm thermal SiO2 insulator, followed by 120nm NiCrSi varying in 

width from 0.5um to 2.5um.  For this report, only 0.9um wide heaters are studied.  A 30nm 

PECVD a-SixNy insulating barrier was deposited between the heater and 75nm thick GeTe.  

Ohmic contacts were formed via 0.5µm Ti/Au metallization with a 1.3µm gap and 30um 

width over the GeTe. Finally, 160nm PECVD a-SiXNy was used for passivation.  All devices 

were identical and were pulsed until a consistent RON was achieved (~3-4 pulses).  ON- and 

OFF-state resistance values were measured for each device prior to AC-STEM imaging. 

Abridged device information, pulse parameters and post-pulse resistances are summarized in 

Table 3.1.  Focused ion beam (FIB) cross sections were then formed perpendicular to the 

TFR length and parallel to the RF path through the GeTe.  FIB cross sectioning was 

performed utilizing a FEI V600 FIB. Rough cross sections were first extracted from the die 
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surface using in-situ FIB lift out and then attached to a copper TEM grid using FIB-deposited 

platinum.  The targeted region was thinned to 75-100nm with an accelerating voltage of 

30kV, followed by a final polishing step at 5kV to remove surface damage and residual 

implanted Ga. Transmitted electron images and diffraction data were acquired using a 

Hitachi HD2700 STEM with spherical aberration correction (AC-STEM) operated at an 

acceleration voltage of 200kV and a spot size of 2Å.  Nanobeam diffraction (NBD) was 

utilized on a point by point basis to ascertain the presence of ordered and disordered features 

in the IPCS device structure for all pulse conditions. 

Table 4.1. Summary of pulse parameters and state of IPCS devices prior to AC-STEM 

imaging. 

Device ON Pulse OFF Pulse OFF Pulse 
Relative To MPA Pulses Final State 

A -- -- -- 0 As-fabricated 

B 1500ns, 0.4W 100ns, 0.91W +0% 11 ON (2.1Ω) 

C 1500ns, 0.4W 100ns, 0.91W +0% 12 OFF (38kΩ) 

D 1500ns, 0.4W 100ns, 0.88W -3% 9 Partially OFF (13.1Ω) 

E 1500ns, 0.4W 100ns, 1.05W +15% 4 OFF (72kΩ) 
 

4.4 Results and Discussion 

The GeTe layer in as-fabricated (i.e. un-pulsed) IPCS devices has been crystallized via 

conventional annealing rather than indirect TFR-based heating and it is polycrystalline with a 

significant number of defects (Figure 4.1). Voids 100nm and smaller can be seen at the 
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GeTe/SixNy barrier interface, which is consistent with earlier reports.34 Based on NBD data 

(Figure 4.1, insets), all IPCS device components except GeTe, SiC and Au overlay metal 

exhibit no observable crystalline characteristics.  The GeTe layer presents stark variations in 

order locally, with some areas clearly exhibiting polycrystallinity through the thin section 

and others a high level of disorder.  This is likely due to incomplete crystallization during the 

in-process annealing step.  The NiCrSi TFH in the as-fabricated device is amorphous, as is 

expected for a room temperature deposition process. 

 

Figure 4.1. Cross-sectional AC-STEM image of the as-fabricated IPCS device A. Insets 

represent NBD data from the associated symbols. Scale bar 300nm. 

Once the devices have been pulsed a variety of general characteristics emerge which are 

mostly independent of the pulse conditions studied here (Figure 4.2, Figure 4.4, Figure 4.5, 

Figure 4.6, Figure 4.7).  Morphological features associated with specific pulse conditions will 

be discussed in detail following a general description.  First, the original defective 
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polycrystalline region remains in place under the gold contacts, indicating this area does not 

receive enough heat flux to melt or recrystallize into a more stable form.  Second, the 

majority of the morphological changes occurring in the GeTe exist within a centralized 

region above the NiCrSi heater.  Voids previously observed are no longer present in the 

active area, indicating, not surprisingly, that densification occurs during pulsing.  Between 

this active area and the original pre-crystallized GeTe, a transition region is observed which 

consists of a mixture of defective polycrystalline GeTe, a disordered matrix and small 

crystalline nuclei (often 10nm or less).  The interface between the GeTe active area and the 

transition region is often very sharp, with clear contrast between the amorphous and 

polycrystalline GeTe.  The width and morphology of the transition region depends very 

strongly on the number of pulses and pulse parameters.  In general the width can range from 

10-30% of the heater dimension on both sides of the active area.  Electrothermal device 

simulations indicate the widths of these regimes are likely controlled by the structure of 

isotherms which form during each pulse.73 
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Figure 4.2. AC-STEM image of IPCS device B pulsed at MPA and left ON. Insets represent 

NBD data from the associated symbols.  Scale bar 200nm. 

In addition to GeTe morphological changes, all pulse conditions are clearly able to drive 

crystallization in the NiCrSi TFR.  A slight reduction in sheet resistance (~5%) is observed 

once the heaters are repeatedly cycled indicating this structural improvement is directly 

impacting the TFR resistance.  Large grains on the order of 10-30% of the heater width are 

observed.  In spite of these drastic structural changes and the fact that at least one of the IPCS 

device components is being cycled through a liquid phase, the various film interfaces remain 

very sharp.  Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) line scans were obtained along the 

center of the heater for device E, which represents the hottest part of an IPCS device pulsed 

at the highest power studied herein.  The EDS data indicates little to no compositional 

intermixing (Figure 4.3) within the spatial resolution of the analysis technique, which is 
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estimated to be 20-30nm.  It should be noted that in the case of EDS, the number of measured 

counts does not directly represent stoichiometry and instead indicates the presence (or a lack 

thereof) of respective elements.  Future studies will focus on determining the extent of 

compositional evolutions as cycle numbers approach 106 and higher. 

 

Figure 4.3. EDS line scan of IPCS device E through the apex of the thin film heater. 

Given the general micromorphological description of IPCS devices, it is now important to 

understand the structural evolution of GeTe as a function of specific pulse parameters.  As 

described previously90, IPCS pulse parameters can be described in terms of the minimum 

power to amorphize (MPA) and the minimum power to crystallize (MPC).  For devices 

studied herein, the OFF state pulses are characterized relative to a given MPA, which will be 

identical for all devices of a given geometry.  The MPA for this geometry is 0.91W at 100ns 
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and the OFF pulse power was varied around the MPA to observe its effect on the GeTe 

micromorphology.   

For cycled devices left in the ON state, a darkened region is observed above the apex of the 

heater which is comprised of distinct extended lattice fringes (Figure 4.2, Figure 4.7a).  

Compared to pre-crystallized GeTe, significantly increased grain sizes and improved material 

quality are observed in this active area.  Consistent with previous reports92 we observe a 

reduction in ON state resistance after the first few pulse cycles, so from a morphological 

perspective it is clear that jointly reducing defects and void quantity is driving RON 

improvements.  By extension, further reductions could likely be made by minimizing 

structural defects and voiding in the GeTe prior to pulsing.  As for the transition region—

which can account for 40-50% of the RF gap length—it is interesting to note that while it 

consists of a matrix of polycrystalline and disordered GeTe, a low ON state resistance is 

maintained.  This suggests that conduction through the transition region is not limited to 

percolation or hopping as it would be for predominantly amorphous GeTe119. Since hopping 

conduction is such an immensely slow process the low resistance presented in this device 

must be sustained by a continuous electrical path. Therefore, the disordered segments act as 

electrically inactive inclusions in a conductive matrix.  These inclusions are likely the result 

of a laterally varying temperature and heat flux profile, where more rapid quenching near the 

overlay metallization prevents complete coalescence of crystalline GeTe. 
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Figure 4.4. AC-STEM image of IPCS device C pulsed at MPA and left OFF. Insets represent 

NBD data from the associated symbols.  Scale bar 200nm. 

For devices cycled at the MPA and left in the OFF state, morphological regions similar to 

those seen in the ON state are observed (Figure 4.4).  The central region directly above the 

heater apex was determined to be amorphous given the lack of visible lattice fringes (Figure 

4.7b) and the lack of diffraction spots observed via NBD (Figure 4.4, inset).  The presence of 

what appear to be crystallites of various sizes is also noted in the amorphous region. Previous 

reports also characterized these light grey features as crystallites,102,103 though more work 

needs to be done to determine their compositional and structural characteristics.  In absence 

of this data, we speculate that the crystallites are excess Te given that the GeTe phase 

diagram indicates a Te phase can readily exist with stoichiometric GeTe.  Furthermore 
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Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) data indicates our composition is Te-rich by a 

small but measurable quantity, 0.2-0.8 at.%.   

 

Figure 4.5. AC-STEM image of IPCS device D pulsed at 3% below MPA and left OFF. 

Insets represent NBD data from the associated symbols.  Scale bar 200nm. 

For devices left in the OFF state after cycling at 3% below MPA (Figure 4.5) the amorphous 

width is significantly reduced.   The morphology in this case also corresponds to a reduced 

OFF state resistivity relative to ≥MPA pulses and indicates incomplete amorphization.  The 

apex of the amorphous region appears to only barely traverse the full thickness of the GeTe, 

which, when coupled with the reduced width of the amorphous region, accounts for such a 

slight increase in device resistance. In addition, while the transition region provides a suitable 

crystallographic growth template, crystallites are also observed in the central portion of the 

GeTe above the heater in what is otherwise an amorphous matrix.  Given the variations in 
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amorphous widths with OFF pulse power and the presence of small nuclei in both the active 

area and transition region, GeTe solidification with an indirectly coupled heater at first 

appears to consist jointly of nucleation and growth. However, crystallite size and quantity are 

somewhat independent of OFF pulse conditions (Figure 4.8), while the amorphous width 

changes drastically.  This demonstrates that GeTe grain growth is the dominant 

crystallization mechanism.  Researchers have shown previously that pre-nucleation66 or 

GeTe growth from a suitable template37 can drastically reduce crystallization times by 

eliminating the energy barrier for nucleation, which is the case for IPCS devices as well.   

Beyond the discussion of solidification processes, the observed crystallite size distribution is 

deceiving as it pertains to device performance.  Based exclusively on ROFF the crystallites 

appear to not influence the electrical properties of IPCS devices; however they may 

negatively affect threshold voltage (Vth).  Given that while the overall distribution is similar 

we find lower pulse energies have a tendency to form larger (>20nm) single grains (data 

excluded from Figure 4.8, but can be seen directly in Figure 4.5).  Coupled with a reduced 

amorphous width, these single crystallites have the potential to singlehandedly control the 

device threshold voltage (Vth). Karpov et al.84 found that threshold switching is driven by 

filament formation, which in this case could more readily form on the crystallographic 

template afforded by available nuclei.  This scenario would form hot spots driven by 

substantial current densities and lead to further crystallization of surrounding GeTe.  

Threshold switching in this fashion ultimately undermines the IPCS OFF-state RF power 
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handling capability so more work needs to be done to understand the effect these small 

crystallites have on Vth. 

 

Figure 4.6. AC-STEM image of IPCS device E pulsed at 15% above MPA and left OFF. 

Insets represent NBD data from the associated symbols.  Scale bar 200nm. 

When using an OFF pulse of 15% above MPA, very few crystallites are observed (Figure 

4.6, Figure 4.7b) and the OFF state resistance is higher than all other pulse conditions (Table 

4.1).  The amorphous region width also nearly tripled compared to the below-MPA 

condition, which contributes substantially to the ROFF increase.  It is unclear why so few 

crystallites remain in the amorphous region compared to other pulsing conditions, if they do 

in fact represent excess Te in all cases.  It is also interesting to note how small variations in 

OFF pulse power (-3 to +15%) can lead to such drastic changes in GeTe morphology.  This 
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can be explained by the fact that GeTe peak temperature is a sensitive function of pulse 

power90 and GeTe growth velocity depends strongly on temperature.69 

 
Figure 4.7. STEM images of the interface between the active area and transition region for a 

device in the (a) ON and (b) OFF state. Scale bars 10nm. 
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Figure 4.8. Histograms of crystallite diameter for specified pulse conditions, where n is the 

total number of measured crystallites. 
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Figure 4.8 shows histograms of crystallite size and frequency for different pulsing conditions.  

It is seen that even for the fully OFF state when pulsed at 15% above the MPA, some 

crystallites remain in the active area as a part of the amorphous matrix.  As will be discussed 

later, it is unlikely that these crystallites provide any basis for GeTe crystallization during a 

typical OFF pulse.  They may, however, provide a means of initiating crystalline filaments 

during the threshold switching process, as discussed previously. 

 

Figure 4.9. Proposed model for (a) melting and (b) solidification of GeTe in the IPCS device 

architecture during an OFF pulse (image is device C). Dotted lines representing the melt 

front were predicted using the modeling tool described in Ref 90 for times (progressing from 

Increasing time Melt Fronts(a)

Increasing time Crystallization Fronts(b)
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inner to outer) of 40, 50, 60, 80, and 100ns, while the recrystallization lines are a qualitative 

representation of propagating crystal growth fronts resulting in a quenched central 

amorphous region smaller than the full melt zone. 

Prior work90 showed the GeTe melting process during an OFF pulse at or above MPA takes 

the form of a melt front that traverses the film thickness and extends laterally to a dimension 

that depends on pulse conditions.  Once the OFF pulse terminates the GeTe begins the 

process of cooling and solidification, the mechanics of which depending generally on 

spatiotemporal evolution of temperature profiles in the device.  Since GeTe growth rates69 

are >3m/s in the range of 500-600°C and nucleation rates are very low, the presence of a 

crystalline template at the edge of the melt zone (Figure 4.9a) implies solidification of GeTe 

in IPCS devices is based on propagation of two opposing crystalline growth fronts.  Given 

the temperature dependent growth rate, the final amorphous width indicated in Figure 4.9b 

would then be determined by parameters that control the time-varying thermal profile: pulse 

energy, device geometry, thermal conductivities of chosen materials and their thicknesses.  

We therefore conclude that during an OFF pulse, any GeTe which does not crystallize as a 

part of the propagating fronts will remain as amorphous material as a result of minimal 

nucleation rates.  Furthermore, it is clear from this model that the crystallites present in both 

the active region and transition region have a minimal impact on the nature of amorphous 

GeTe in the OFF state. If this were not true and they actually acted as growth sites during the 

cooling process then the amorphous region would not exist, given the large growth rates 

associated with GeTe.  This model also provides an explanation for why the active area in 
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ON devices consists of such large grains and why the transition region in both ON and OFF 

devices retains fewer defects than as-fabricated GeTe.  Lastly, the shape of propagating 

growth front—and the final shape of the active area—likely depends on some combination of 

GeTe/SixNy interfacial energies and the structure of isotherms during the cooling process.  

For the latter, a trapezoidal or bell-shaped interface may arise from a higher time-averaged 

growth rate if the top GeTe is held at 500-600°C for a longer period of time than the bottom 

GeTe.   

The concept of propagating growth fronts can also be readily extended to describe the 

mechanics of ON pulse switching.  AC-STEM data presented herein has identified a 

crystalline GeTe interface at the boundary between the active and transition regions.  During 

an ON pulse the indirectly coupled heater does not supply enough energy to melt the GeTe.  

Thermal modeling indicates the temperature reaches 300-350°C which implies a growth 

rate69 of 0.2-0.9m/s.  Given the earlier discussion of pre-crystallized or templated growth66,120 

and nucleation versus growth in GeTe, it is highly likely that crystalline GeTe growth fronts 

continue their procession and converge in the center of the device during an ON pulse.  Other 

reports have discussed a similar mechanism with laser pulsing97, joule heating82 and a micro-

thermal hot stage73,81,121.  Given the laterally varying disorder observed in the GeTe film, and 

the fact interfaces between amorphous and crystalline GeTe often have reduced thermal 

conductivity42, more investigation will be required to optimize thermal shunting to the ohmic 

contacts and substrate.  
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4.5 Conclusions 

In summary, AC-STEM analysis of GeTe in IPCS devices revealed a strong correlation 

between nucleation and growth dynamics, morphology and OFF pulse parameters.   Small 

crystallites were observed in the active area directly above the center of the heater and the 

amorphous width was found to be highly dependent on OFF pulse power.  In particular both 

the size and “quality” of the amorphous region were found to be inversely proportional to 

OFF pulse power.  Furthermore a melt-freeze model accounting for the observed GeTe 

morphology was proposed.  Future work, already underway, will involve probing 

crystallization dynamics as a function of device geometry and material selection. 
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5 Morphological Analysis of GeTe in 2nd 
Generation Inline Phase Change Switches 

5.1 Introduction 

First generation IPCS devices were shown to have excellent performance and reasonable 

lifetimes88,112,122; however ultimate device reliability was hampered by premature heater 

failure.  This was driven by the fact that there was very little margin between the melting 

point of NiCrSi (~1500K) and the internal heater temperature required to convert GeTe to the 

OFF state (1200K, Ref 90).  Evidence of significant structural modifications, especially at 

higher OFF pulse powers, is seen in Figure 4.6. As such, implementation of a refractory 

metal heater in 2nd generation IPCS devices was critical.  Tungsten, with a melting point of 

3700K and well established deposition and patterning processes available, was determined to 

be the best candidate.  The fabrication process developed for patterning W heaters produces a 

near-rectangular cross sectional profile with essentially vertical sidewalls (Figure 5.1).  The 

sharp corners created by this process are in contrast to the quasi-hemispherical profile seen 

with NiCrSi heaters (see, e.g., Figure 4.1).   The silicon nitride barrier layer exhibits quite 

conformal coverage over the W heater, thereby maintaining the near-vertical transition from 

insulator to heater surface.  The GeTe layer is then deposited as a blanket amorphous film on 

the SiNx barrier, patterned in a liftoff process, and crystallized at 280°C for 2 hours.  During 

this process the volume contraction that occurs as a result of film densification and the 

difference in amorphous/crystalline molar volume causes the GeTe film to form cracks along 

the heater length.  Hence, device layouts where heater width was less than the RF gap (GeTe 
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ohmic-ohmic spacing) were presented as an open circuit.  This design limitation enforces 

performance limitations in the form of increased OFF-state capacitance due to enhanced 

coupling between RF and control lines; a reduction in switching power efficiency due to 

excessive heat loss in ohmic contacts; and an increase in the required switching power which 

is a possible reliability issue. An improved deposition process was developed to solve this 

problem (described in detail in Chapter 6) but was not yet implemented for these devices.  In 

spite of this issue, once the 2nd generation IPCS process flow was established W heaters were 

shown to sustain well above 106 OFF pulses, indicating W is indeed a viable heater material 

with promising reliability (unpublished results).  Having addressed the most pressing 

reliability issue, the primary subsequent failure mechanism was a “stuck-ON” state, in which 

the device ON state resistance remained similar to the minimum observed RON, perhaps 

increased by 2-3x, but the OFF state was no longer attainable.  To ultimately improve IPCS 

device reliability, the root cause of this failure mechanism must be identified.   

Continuing with major features observed in 2nd generation IPCS electrical properties, W-

based devices exhibited a much larger threshold voltage (Vth) than NiCrSi-based devices, 

>7V versus 1-3V respectively.  Threshold voltage is often directly related to the OFF state 

amorphous width55 which indicates the nature of W heater operation is likely driving 

substantial structural differences in the IPCS active area. Lastly, as devices were pulsed RON 

was observed to decrease by 15-20% until stabilizing, usually over the course of 100-200 

pulses. Given the strong tie between structural and electrical properties of GeTe seen in 

Section 1.1.2, this shift in RON is likely indicating a change in c-GeTe morphology as well.  
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Considering the substantial differences in electrical properties and device operation between 

1st and 2nd generation IPCS devices, and the need to improve reliability while sustaining 

performance, a detailed structural investigation of the GeTe layer is warranted.  In order to 

accomplish this goal, a series of devices were prepared using different pulse parameters and 

were analyzed using scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) and aberration 

corrected STEM (AC-STEM) to directly relate GeTe morphology and measured electrical 

properties.  

 

Figure 5.1.  Cross sectional dark field TEM image of as-fabricated 2nd generation IPCS 

devices with relevant layers identified. 
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5.2 Experimental 

IPCS devices similar to those discussed in Section 4.3 were prepared for electrical testing 

and subsequent STEM analysis.  The designed device structure was 0.9μm long (RF gap), 

30μm wide with a 1.3μm wide tungsten heater (Figure 5.2).  The difference between RF gap 

length and heater width leads to a 100nm overlap of the GeTe contacts over both sides of the 

heater.   From a thickness perspective, the SiO2 insulator was 30nm, W heater was 50nm, 

Si3N4 barrier was 60nm, GeTe was 110nm and the Si3N4 passivation was 160nm.  The main 

difference between this device structure and that which was studied in Chapter 4 is the move 

to a tungsten heater, as described in Section 5.1.   

 

Figure 5.2. Optical image of the 0.9x30μm IPCS device studied herein. 
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Five identical devices were prepared using a different set of pulsing conditions, summarized 

in Table 5.1.  All devices were cycled around 100 times and left in one of three states—ON, 

OFF or 2x ON-state resistance.  Aside from the final state, the applied OFF pulse power was 

altered.  In each case the power is referenced against the “minimum power to amorphize” 

(MPA) which represents the power required to achieve a 104 OFF/ON ratio. It is seen that a 

small increase in power, +5%, can sustain a more robust OFF state.  That is, the observed 

Vth, which is proportional to the amorphous width, is substantially larger in the MPA+5% 

condition.  Beyond this power level rapid device degradation occurs; hence the MPA+15% 

condition is a proxy for an accelerated life test.  At the other end of the spectrum, starting 

from the ON state, a MPA-50% OFF pulse only partially increases the device resistance, 

indicating partial amorphization.  In this case RON was increased by a factor of 2.  The 

purpose of this sample was to determine the morphological basis of the increase in resistance.  

That is, will only a portion of the GeTe thickness amorphize or will only a portion of the 

GeTe width amorphize?  This has important implications because for the former case only a 

fraction of the thickness would be melting during the OFF pulse; however, for the latter the 

entire thickness and some measurable width would be melting, followed by inward growth 

and partial coalescence.   To properly capture the full scope of GeTe morphology in the 

IPCS, a “plan view” FIB processing technique was used.  This allows for a “top-down” 

perspective in which the full width and a substantial length of the RF gap is simultaneously 

imaged.  Figure 5.3 gives a frame of reference for comparing the vertical cross sections seen 

in Chapter 4 with that of plan view FIB preparation.  The STEM image in the bottom right 
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panel, in this case, is a view of the IPCS looking through the GeTe thickness.  Imaging 

perspective is shown further in Figure 5.4 in which the imaging direction is viewed as 

through the thickness.  The blue dotted line indicates the approximate foil thickness, a 

sandwich of Si3N4/GeTe/Si3N4. 

 

Figure 5.3. Relationship between FIB cut direction, imaging direction and final image for 

typical vertical cross-sectional analysis (top left, right), as compared to plan view FIB 

preparation (bottom left, right). 
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Figure 5.4. Cross-sectional STEM showing the perspective seen in plan view STEM images, 

where the image direction is through the GeTe thickness and the foil (blue dotted line) is 

composed of a Si3N4/GeTe/Si3N4 sandwich. 

The down side of this technique is that morphological differences through the thickness of 

the GeTe layer are accumulated and convoluted in the final image, rendering analysis 

difficult if the section is particularly thick or the material varies greatly through the thickness.  
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which indicates thin sections are ideal for this analysis.  The improved resolution and 

drastically reduced depth of field attainable with an aberration-corrected STEM (AC-STEM) 

will enhance analysis dramatically.    

Table 5.1.  List of devices and associated pulsing parameters 

Row Col Structural State Electrical State Cycles OFF Pulse 

2 4 Crystalline 2 ohm 116 MPA + 5% 

4 4 Mixed 4.45 ohm 107 MPA + 5% 
(Last = MPA–50%) 

5 4 Amorphous 42 kohm 105 MPA + 5% 

6 4 Crystalline 2 ohm 104 MPA + 15% 

7 4 Amorphous 54 kohm 103 MPA + 15% 

The plan view samples were prepared using an FEI Helios 660 dual beam FIB/SEM system.  

First a layer of C was deposited by injection of an organometallic gas and rastering the 

electron beam over the area of interest. Then thin plan view foils measuring approximately 

15μm long, 2μm wide and 6μm deep were extracted from the sample surface using a Pt 

attachment and microprobe extraction technique.  The thin foils were attached to a 200 mesh 

copper TEM grid using FIB-deposited platinum.  One window in each foil was thinned using 

the gallium ion beam of the FEI FIB. The foils were initially thinned to the Si3N4 dielectric 

above and below GeTe layer.  To image using STEM, the foil-loaded grid was transferred to 

a Hitachi HD2300 scanning transmission electron microscope.  Electron images were 

acquired at various magnifications in atomic number contrast mode (ZC, similar to 

traditional dark field imaging), transmitted electron mode (TE, similar to traditional bright 
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field imaging), and secondary electron mode (SE, similar to imaging utilized in an SEM).  

The relevant instrument settings used during image acquisition are given in Table 5.2. The 

samples were then further thinned toward the center of the GeTe layers for high resolution 

imaging. This fine thinning step removed the Si3N4 barrier and passivation, as well as the 

upper and lower portion of the GeTe film.  Final lamella thickness is expected to be in the 

range of 80nm.  The foil-loaded grid was then transferred to an aberration-corrected Hitachi 

HD2700 scanning transmission electron microscope.  Transmitted electron images were 

acquired at various magnifications in atomic number contrast mode (ZC) and transmitted 

electron mode (TE).  The relevant instrument settings used during image acquisition are 

given in Table 5.3. 

Table 5.2. Instrument settings for the Hitachi HD-2300 STEM. 

Manufacturer/Model Hitachi HD2300 
Accelerating Voltage 200kV 
Objective Aperture #2 

Condenser Lens 1 Setting 1.672 
Condenser Lens 2 Setting 1.747 

Approximate Objective  Lens Setting 5.86 
ZC Mode Projector Lens 1.149 
TE Mode Projector Lens 0.7 

Pixel Resolution 1280x960 
Acquistion Time 20sec.(x4) 

 

Table 5.3. Instrument settings for the Hitachi HD2700 AC-STEM. 

Manufacturer/Model Hitachi HD2700 
Accelerating Voltage 200kV 
Objective Aperture #5 
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Condenser Lens 1 Setting 1.62823 
Condenser Lens 2 Setting 1.983 

Approximate Objective  Lens Setting 6.49948 
ZC Mode Projector Lens 1.125 
TE Mode Projector Lens 0.6 

Pixel Resolution 1280x960 
Acquisition Time 33.3 sec. 

5.3 Results and Discussion 

Before examining the morphological features of pulsed devices, addressing the electrical 

properties provides an important baseline for interpretation.  Evaluating device resistance as 

a function of pulse number (Figure 5.5) one can observe a variety of important features.  

First, initialization pulses in the range of 1-10 show a trend of decreasing RON with pulse 

number.  ON-state resistance then remains extremely stable over the course of the pulsing 

regimen.  In contrast, OFF-state resistance is different for each device and increases steadily 

as a function of pulse number.  This represents common 2nd generation IPCS behavior.  

Lastly the OFF-state resistance of device 6,4 (pulsed at MPA+15%) is larger than other 

devices by 25-50%, consistent with the correlation between OFF pulse power, amorphous 

width and OFF state resistance. 
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Figure 5.5. Device resistance as a function of pulse number for samples listed in Table 5.1. 

Moving now to the morphological analysis, Figure 5.6 shows an in-process image during the 

FIB preparation in which the W heater and GeTe layers are being viewed from underneath.  

The polycrystalline grain structure is clear in the W layer and a variety of other features can 

be seen in the GeTe.  As indicated by the asterisks in Figure 5.6 a substantial number of 

voids are present.  These would be located under the Au/Pt/Ti ohmic contacts though it is 

clear that preexisting voids are present in the entire as-fabricated GeTe layer, including the 

portion on top of the heater.  During IPCS fabrication, as GeTe is exposed to a crystallization 

anneal significant contraction occurs which causes the appearance of large void structures, in 
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addition to the cracks mentioned in Section 5.1.  As will be seen in subsequent images, these 

voids occur not just under the contacts but also in the device active area. 

 

Figure 5.6.  SEM image during FIB preparation, in which the bottom of the W heater is 

exposed along with GeTe on either side of the heater.  Asterisks indicate examples of 

preexisting voids in the GeTe layer.  

Continuing with FIB preparation and further thinning, Figure 5.7 shows SEM images of the 

top and bottom of a prepared foil in which the W is removed (top) and the majority of the 

ohmic metal is removed (bottom).  The Si3N4 layers are still intact both above and below the 

central GeTe area. 
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Figure 5.7. In-process SEM images of FIB sections viewed from the (a) bottom and (b) top of 

the IPCS device.  Voids directly above the W heater are observed while none are seen at the 

top of the GeTe. 
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Interestingly a series of voids is observed along the centerline of the device, perpendicular to 

the RF path and parallel to the heater control pulse path.  This does not appear to extend 

through the thickness of the GeTe as no voids are observed at the top of the GeTe, although it 

is possible that the thicker top Si3N4 is preventing observations of the voids.  The appearance 

of voids at all is cause for concern, especially since they are located at what is expected to be 

the hottest portion of the GeTe during pulsing.  The GeTe closest to the heater, which itself is 

200°C or more above Tmelt for GeTe, is exposed to huge thermal gradients in all directions, 

driven in part by the low thermal conductivity discussed in Section 1.1.2.3.  It is possible that 

the GeTe in this location is so hot, in fact, that it is actually boiling.  More investigation will 

be required to determine if this is the case.  

Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show a collection of TE STEM images (similar to conventional 

bright field TEM imaging) from the various pulsing conditions for the Si3N4/GeTe/Si3N4 

sandwich preparation.  Setting aside finer details for the moment, a number of global features 

shared across all samples can be identified.  For the OFF devices a clear amorphous region is 

observed.  Beyond that, most prominent are the voids along the device centerlines, similar to 

Figure 5.7.  The quantity and size of observed voids is alarming, considering what will likely 

be a significant impact to device reliability.  Perhaps even more perplexing is the fact that, in 

spite of the voids, RON for every single device is extremely stable throughout the pulse 

history. From a mass balance perspective alone it would seem that the introduction of voids 

would decrease the cross sectional area through which current is carried, thereby increasing 

the device resistance.  In order to account for both the steady RON and the presence of voids, 
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it would seem either the resistivity of c-GeTe would need to decrease significantly or there 

would need to be a proportional thickening of the GeTe in the channel region, thus 

conserving cross sectional area.  As seen in Figure 5.5 there is an initial drop in RON after the 

first few pulses, and based on the substantially increased GeTe domain size seen in Figure 

5.8 and Figure 5.9 it is probable that improved morphology is driving a decrease in ρcryst via 

reduced grain boundary scattering and the reduction of highly disordered regions present in 

the as-fabricated GeTe layer (see Section 4.4 for further discussion).  

 

Figure 5.8. Transmitted electron (TE) STEM images of plan view prepared IPCS devices 

with OFF pulse conditions indicated for each image. 
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Figure 5.9. Higher magnification TE STEM images of the samples in Figure 5.8.  
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To understand the issue of void formation and how it relates to device resistance we can 

attempt to connect observed STEM morphology and expected electronic properties of GeTe.  

As seen in Figure 5.10 the RF gap can be broken down into 3 major categories based on 

morphology.  The central section or “active area” is a region of highly localized, large 

diameter voids in a GeTe matrix.  On either side of the active area are “transition regions” 

which consist of densified GeTe (relative to as-fabricated state) with relatively large grains 

and a reduced number of voids compared to the active area.  The outermost sections, directly 

in contact with the RF ohmic contacts, are morphologically consistent with as-fabricated 

GeTe, composed of <20nm grains which are surrounded by very small voids.   

 

Figure 5.10. Identification and relative size of 3 major regions in the IPCS device: active 

region, transition region and as-fabricated GeTe. 

As-fabricated GeTe: low density, small voids
Transition Region: dense GeTe, large grains
Active Region: dense GeTe, large voids

1 µm
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Since the resistivity of as-fabricated GeTe is known, the film thickness and device width are 

known, the resistivity of densified GeTe can be estimated from dense bulk film 

measurements (discussed further in Chapter 6), and the length of each morphologically 

distinct section can be measured, it may be possible to model the RF gap as a series of 5 

“resistors” which form the composite channel resistance.  Moreover, the active region voids 

can be modeled as an effective reduction in cross sectional area and treated as a variable for 

analysis.  Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 list appropriate parameters for such an analysis, where 

measured lengths of each section are taken from the top panel in Figure 5.10.   

Table 5.4. Parameters for resistance model of pulsed, ON IPCS. 

Region 
Length 
(μm) 

Thickness 
(μm) 

Width 
(μm) 

Area 
Reduction 

Area 
(μm2) 

Resistivity 
(ohm-μm) 

Resistance 
(ohm) 

Top original GeTe 0.194 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.26 
Top transition region  0.149 0.11 30 1 3.3 2 0.09 
Active area 0.139 0.11 30 0.25 0.825 2 0.34 
Bottom transition region 0.129 0.11 30 1 3.3 2 0.08 
Bottom original GeTe 0.224 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.31 

 Total GeTe Resistance 1.08 
 

Table 5.5.  Parameters for resistance model of as-fabricated, ON IPCS. 

Region 
Length 
(μm) 

Thickness 
(μm) 

Width 
(μm) 

Area 
Reduction 

Area 
(μm2) 

Resistivity 
(ohm-μm) 

Resistance 
(ohm) 

Top original GeTe 0.194 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.26 
Top transition region  0.149 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.20 
Active area 0.139 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.19 
Bottom transition region 0.129 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.18 
Bottom original GeTe 0.224 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.31 

 Total GeTe Resistance 1.14 
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The calculated ON-state resistance in each case is lower than what is seen in Figure 5.5, 

which is due to the fact that contact resistance is not accounted for in the GeTe channel 

resistance.  Rc is on the order of 1ohm for this device, hence the RON values quite closely 

match measured resistance values.  With the baseline series resistor model in place, we can 

evaluate the effect of void content in the active region in the form of an effective reduction in 

cross sectional area.  Figure 5.11 shows that as much as 50% reduction in cross sectional area 

only causes a 0.1ohm increase in measured resistance.  For a 2 ohm device this is a mere 5% 

increase in RON, which could easily be lost within measurement variation.  This analysis is 

sensitive to variations in crystalline resistivity but assuming the active area and transition 

regions have reasonably similar resistivities this analysis shows that any observation of stable 

ON-state resistance can readily mask void formation within the GeTe. 
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Figure 5.11. Effect of reduced cross sectional area (voiding) in the active region on ON-state 

GeTe channel resistance. 

Taking this analysis a step farther, the OFF state device in the bottom panel of Figure 5.9 can 

be used for similar morphological zone measurement (Table 5.6 and Table 5.7).  The 

measured amorphous width was used for both pulsed and as-fabricated conditions.  In this 

case the active area amorphous resistivity in the as-fabricated state was unknown so the value 

was chosen to match the measured device resistance, ~29kohm.  This same resistivity was 

then used for the pulsed condition, while the reduced cross sectional area was varied to match 

the measured OFF resistance. 
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Table 5.6. Parameters for resistance model of pulsed, OFF IPCS. 

Region 
Length 

(μm) 
Thickness 

(μm) 
Width 
(μm) 

Area 
Reduction 

Area 
(μm2) 

Resistivity 
(ohm-μm) 

Resistance 
(ohm) 

Top original GeTe 0.189 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.26 
Top transition region  0.149 0.11 30 1 3.3 2 0.09 
Active area 0.119 0.11 30 0.7 2.31 8.00E+05 36182.72 
Bottom transition region 0.139 0.11 30 1 3.3 2 0.08 
Bottom original GeTe 0.199 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.27 

 Total GeTe Resistance  36183.43 
Table 5.7. Parameters for resistance model of as-fabricated, OFF IPCS. 

Region 
Length 

(μm) 
Thickness 

(μm) 
Width 
(μm) 

Area 
Reduction 

Area 
(μm2) 

Resistivity 
(ohm-μm) 

Resistance 
(ohm) 

Top original GeTe 0.189 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.26 
Top transition region  0.149 0.11 30 1 3.3 2 0.09 
Active area 0.119 0.11 30 1 3.3 8.00E+05 28946.18 
Bottom transition region 0.139 0.11 30 1 3.3 2 0.08 
Bottom original GeTe 0.199 0.11 30 1 3.3 4.5 0.27 

Total GeTe Resistance 28946.88 
 

Performing a similar sensitivity analysis to what is seen in Figure 5.11, it can be seen that the 

measured OFF state resistance is much more sensitive to reduced cross sectional area (or 

void content) compared to the ON state.  Specifically, an 80% reduction in effective cross 

sectional area will cause an increase of 10kohm (Figure 5.12), a ~30% increase.  This is not 

surprising since the OFF active region is by far the most dominant component of the 

composite resistance.  In contrast, the similarly low resistance morphological regions have 

close to equal weight in the final channel resistance.  Ultimately this analysis provides a 

plausible explanation for both the steady ON-state resistance in spite of significant voiding, 

and the simultaneous increasing OFF-state resistance as a function of pulse number.  Prior to 
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now a primary focus has been maintaining a low RON in order to sustain excellent loss 

characteristics, but the composite resistor analysis indicates focusing on ROFF will be a more 

effective predictive metric for void formation.  Since void accumulation likely causes 

thermal decoupling between heater and GeTe, thus preventing a sustainable OFF-state, 

identifying early void formation will be a critical component of improving IPCS reliability. 

 

Figure 5.12. Effect of reduced cross sectional area (voiding) in the active region on OFF-state 

GeTe channel resistance. 

Returning now to morphological observations in plan view STEM images, GeTe grains in the 
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domains.  More specifically, there is an apparent directionality to the grains, where the 

domains are elongated along the length of the RF gap.  This is a crucial detail, as it maps 

with the OFF pulse model presented in Section 4.4.  That is, during an OFF pulse the GeTe is 

melted through the thickness and out to some fixed width (or length, as it pertains to the RF 

gap).  Once the pulse is terminated and the GeTe begins to cool, existing c-GeTe located just 

outside the melt region can act as a series of nucleation sites which will ultimately form a 

growing crystallization front as the device continues to cool.  Since there is a substantial 

thermal gradient from device center to ohmic contact the last GeTe to cool will be in the very 

center of the RF gap.  Hence, preexisting crystalline domains can become elongated GeTe 

grains by virtue of the melt quench process. A schematic depiction of this process is shown 

in Figure 5.13 and mapped against a modeled thermal profile for temperature in the upper 

central portion of the GeTe layer.   This observation is taken to be a confirmation of the 

model presented in Section 4.4.  GeTe grains of this nature may actually impact device 

performance in the form of Vth, as columnar or needle-like embryos formed in an electric 

field may form and propagate more easily from this type of preexisting morphology.  

Observing the large GeTe grains in the transition region, one interesting way to control IPCS 

switching dynamics would be to control the GeTe crystallographic plane parallel to the RF 

gap.  That is, since growth velocity is dependent on crystallographic direction one can choose 

a slowly propagating direction along the RF gap.  For the same OFF pulse energy this would 

create a wider amorphous region (i.e. less coalescence upon cooling from the melt), which 

again would impact Vth and power handling. 
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Figure 5.13. Proposed model for melting, grain growth and quenching during an OFF pulse, 

mapped against a modeled thermal profile for the IPCS. 
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cracks in the GeTe itself are unlikely to be sustained after repeated cycling, given the 

melting, crystallization and general morphological changes.  As such, even if the cracks 

originally form in the GeTe during fabrication they would likely have been filled in by 

another material of much higher melting point, such as Si3N4, which would be relatively 

immune to thermal cycling utilized here.  Energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was 

used to obtain elemental maps of the MPA+5% amorphous state, and is shown in Figure 

5.14.  Previously identified voids are seen as an absence of Ge and Te, which is consistent 

with ZC and TE STEM analysis.  Furthermore the major crack observed in the STEM image 

is also seen as an absence of Ge and Te.  This section is enriched in oxygen, however, 

indicating as stated earlier that a high melting point material has filled in preexisting GeTe 

cracks.  The most likely candidate considering available elemental analysis and the device 

fabrication flow is SiOx or SiONx.  The presence of unwanted materials in the device active 

area is likely to cause long term reliability issues but may also cause performance issues.  For 

example, if the oxide material exists within the GeTe bulk it can act as a nucleation site and 

lead to premature or unwanted crystallization.  This will undoubtedly reduce threshold 

voltage by lowering the activation energy for threshold switching.  In turn this will cause a 

reduction in power handling capability since threshold switching of an OFF device primarily 

controls this quantity.  Aside from defects seen in the channel region, no other compositional 

anomalies are observed.  Specifically, no gross diffusion of contact metals into the GeTe 

layer is observed.   
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Figure 5.14. EDS elemental mapping for O, Si, Ti, Ge, Te and Pt for the MPA+5% 

amorphous state device.  Top-most image is the original STEM image of the analyzed area. 
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Following global morphological analysis samples were further thinned, removing the Si3N4 

layer on both sides of the GeTe, as well as some of the GeTe layer itself.  Foils were then 

imaged using an AC-STEM to reveal finer morphological details.  Figure 5.15  shows a 

comparison between OFF state samples at two pulse powers, MPA+5% and MPA+15%.  The 

amorphous region is clearly observed in each, and it appears the void content is drastically 

reduced in the active region compared to previous images.  Given the observation of voids 

directly above the heater in Figure 5.6, it is possible that removing this portion of the GeTe 

clears the majority of the voids from the active area.  This could lend further credence to the 

notion that voids form above the heater, coalesce and eventually thermally decouple the 

GeTe from the heater, leaving the device in a stuck-ON state. 
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Figure 5.15. Comparison between (a) MPA+5% and (b) MPA+15% OFF state morphology 

via TE mode AC-STEM. 

Comparing the amorphous width of the two OFF pulse powers, it is clear that MPA+15% 

pulses create a larger amorphous region.  Furthermore, the active region is larger as well, 

indicating a larger melt/annealing width is induced with increased pulse power.  While these 

may be positive characteristics from a performance perspective, increasing OFF pulse power 

severely diminishes switch lifetime; hence the MPA+15% is not desirable. 
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If a similar comparison is made between MPA+5% and MPA+15% for the ON state (Figure 

5.16) one again observes a larger overall transition region for the higher OFF pulse.  

Interestingly, active region voids lose the spherical shape observed for the OFF state in favor 

one which is more angular.  Given the lack of grain structure in the amorphous state, 

spherical voids are likely stabilized by minimizing the surface area of the void since spheres 

have the lowest surface area to volume ratio of any 3-dimensional shape.  In contrast, 

crystallographic faceting that forms after an ON pulse represents a lower overall energy in 

spite of the increased void surface area.  Regarding the GeTe grains in the active region, for 

both cases the GeTe morphology in the active region takes on a more isotropic morphology 

compared to the elongated grains of the transition region, in which the transition region and 

active region have no crystallographic registry in most cases.  This could indicate that a 

crystallization pulse does not induce closure of the crystalline GeTe regions on either side of 

the active region.  Rather, crystallization could occur via GeTe nucleation at the hottest 

location of the IPCS, i.e. the bottom of the GeTe above the heater, and vertical growth 

through the amorphous volume. 
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.  

Figure 5.16. Comparison between (a) MPA+5% and (b) MPA+15% ON state morphology 

via TE mode AC-STEM. 

Comparing the ON and OFF states of MPA+15% (Figure 5.17), the active region length in 

both states is almost identical, indicating that bottom-up crystallization during an ON pulse is 

likely.  However, the narrower amorphous region in the MPA+5% sample shows a 

significant decrease in ON state active area length compared to the OFF state (Figure 5.18).  

This could mean that the ON pulse actually drove the crystalline transition region fronts 

inward before upward propagating grains fully recrystallized the amorphous region. More 
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studies of this phenomenon are warranted, since a more complete picture may identify a path 

for decreasing the required ON pulse energy.  

 

 

Figure 5.17. TE AC-STEM image of (a) OFF and (b) ON state morphology for MPA+15% 

OFF pulse. 
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Figure 5.18. TE AC-STEM image of (a) OFF and (b) ON state morphology for MPA+5% 

OFF pulse. 

Moving on to the MPA+5% at 2x RON sample, severe curtaining and mass thickness 

variations, originating from sample preparation, can be observed in SE mode (Figure 5.19a).  

As a result, TE AC-STEM imaging (Figure 5.19b) did not reveal a clear picture of the 

mechanism for increased ON-state resistance—that is, whether some fraction of the GeTe 

thickness is amorphous or some fraction of the GeTe length (RF gap) is amorphous.  Further 

analysis will be needed to understand this effect. 
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Figure 5.19. MPA+5% at 2x RON sample where (a) substantial curtaining and mass 

thickness issues are seen in SE AC-STEM mode and (b) subsequent TE AC-STEM analysis 

is obscured. 
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One final important observation to be discussed is seen in Figure 5.20.  Using AC-STEM 

imaging in TE mode to evaluate the microstructure of the unmodified or “as-fabricated” 

section of the GeTe one observes a very fine grained morphology.  Grain size is on the order 

of 10’s of nanometers, typically <20nm, and between each grain small voids are observed 

(Figure 5.20b, top).  This represents a particularly low density film, likely under tensile 

stress, which crystallizes into an assembly of very small crystallites and leaves behind voids 

to diminish film stress.  Interestingly this same morphology can be directly observed in a 

conventional SEM following crystallization of a baseline sputtered GeTe film (Figure 5.20c).  

Given that this morphology extends through the entire RF gap prior to pulsing, it is likely 

that upon melting, crystallization and ultimately densification, intergrain voids coalesce into 

much larger voids seen along the device centerline.  It is difficult at this point to ascertain 

whether this is the sole source of voids based on the data presented herein.  Another potential 

source of voids, as discussed previously, includes boiling of the GeTe during the off pulse.  

A phase change of this variety inherently involves two states with very different molar 

volumes, hence boiling and the subsequent volume expansion would need to be 

accommodated somehow by physical compliance or flexure of surrounding materials (e.g. 

the Si3N4 passivation).  Experiments are being undertaken to evaluate whether the GeTe layer 

is thickening during pulsing, along with upward bowing of the passivation.  Another 

potential source of voiding is relaxation in the GeTe layer following severe stress 

accumulation.  That is, even heating alone induces stress due to coefficient of thermal 

expansion (CTE) mismatch between surrounding materials; additionally, the phase change 
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process itself also involves a 8-10% volume change and therefore an additional source of 

stress.  Very thin layers such as those utilized in PCM memory cell applications can sustain 

very large stresses, even as high as 5-6 GPa123, without yielding.  As the GeTe thickness 

increases the driving force for structural relaxation via defects and ultimately cracking 

increases as well.  Given the spherical shape of voids in the active region, it is likely that any 

plastic deformation-induced cracking or volumetric yield is formed upon cooling and is being 

swept and accumulated into the central region as the GeTe upon melting.  Even in this case, 

the volumetric increase the active region must be accommodated somehow by flexure of 

surrounding materials.  One other potential mechanism for void formation is GeTe or 

elemental Ge/Te diffusing out of the central region.  From there it could penetrate through 

the barrier into the heater or substrate, or it could react with the Ti/Pt/Au ohmic contacts.  

Chemical analysis of Ge or Te enrichment following pulsing would help ascertain whether 

this is occurring.  Ultimately determining the source of voids will be a critical step for 

improving IPCS device reliability and therefore should receive appropriate attention. 
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Figure 5.20. (a) OFF state TE AC-STEM image for MPA+5%. (b) Higher magnification 

image of the selected region. (c) SEM image of a blanket GeTe film after crystallization. 

5.4 Conclusions 

In summary, extensive STEM-based morphological investigations of pulsed and unpulsed 

IPCS devices were undertaken.  Plan view FIB preparation facilitated observation of 

previously obscure features in the GeTe layer, such as cracking and voiding along the device 
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centerline.  Furthermore, three distinct regions were observed between RF contacts: a central 

“active region” composed of densified GeTe and substantial voiding; a “transition region” on 

either side consisting of densified GeTe and a reduced number of voids; and an “as-

fabricated” region of small GeTe grain size and even smaller voids.  An analysis of expected 

resistivities and lengths for each region, accounting for the reduction in cross sectional area 

due to voiding, yielded a plausible explanation for observed electrical properties as a function 

of pulse number.  Various additional morphological features were observed and tied to a 

proposed amorphization/crystallization model.  Finally, the source of voids was discussed 

and experiments to address this issue were suggested.  Chapter 6 focuses on improving GeTe 

morphology as one means of improving the IPCS device performance and reliability. 
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6 Development of an Improved GeTe 
Deposition Process 

6.1 Introduction 

The morphological analyses presented in Chapters 4 and 5 provided a connection between 

the as-fabricated GeTe layer and resultant IPCS device characteristics.  As a result of that 

analysis, a number of electronic and morphological deficiencies in the GeTe layer were 

identified.  First, the baseline GeTe morphology was noted to be porous, untextured and fine 

grained.  It is possible that at least some fraction of the voids seen after pulsing originate 

from the as-fabricated GeTe layer.  Hence improving the baseline deposition process has the 

potential to directly improve device reliability.  Second, as the baseline GeTe is deposited at 

room temperature and subsequently annealed during processing, crystallization-induced 

densification caused substantial cracking throughout the film volume.  Those which exist 

inside the RF gap are filled by high melting temperature materials and are therefore 

preserved in spite of complete structural reconstitution in the GeTe itself.  Cracks at this 

location can potentially lead to performance problems in the form of unwanted 

heterogeneous nucleation and early threshold switching.  Reliability may also be 

compromised given the uncontrolled thermal and mechanical intrusions into the GeTe layer.  

Importantly, cracking also consistently occurs along the length of the W heater edges.  This 

forces a significant design limitation in which the RF gap must always be inset from the W 

heater width.  This allows the ohmic  metal to contact a continuous GeTe layer, whereas an 

RF gap wider than the W heater would leave cracks within the signal path and an open circuit 
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would be observed.  A final morphological observation noted in Chapters 4 and 5 was the 

significant restructuring of GeTe about the centerline of the heater.  This was explained as 

originating from the melting and subsequent inward growth of GeTe during each OFF pulse.  

Given the presence of a crystallographic template outside the transition region, large grains 

are able to form and ultimately propagate toward the center of the RF gap.  Increasing 

density and grain size in the transition or access region has the effect of reducing overall 

device resistance by a significant margin, as high as 50%.  As such, if the deposition process 

itself could be used to create highly dense GeTe with large crystalline domains, ON-state 

characteristics, and ultimately the cutoff frequency (FCO), can be significantly improved.   

Based on these observations, this chapter details the development of an improved GeTe 

deposition process, followed by an exploration of blanket film properties.  Deposition 

pressure was used as a method for altering both composition and morphology.  Moreover, 

variations in substrate temperature during deposition were used to improve both density and 

crystalline resistivity. Finally, improved GeTe films were implemented in IPCS devices 

evaluated on the basis of morphological and electronic improvement. 

6.2 Experimental 

GeTe films for blanket wafer characterization were deposited on (100) Si with 90nm PECVD 

Si3N4 at a variety of deposition pressures (5-30mTorr Ar pressure) and substrate temperatures 

(25-250C°).  Deposition power ranged from 65-100W.  The chamber configuration and 

general process are described in Section 2.1.  The compositions of as-deposited and 
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crystallized films were measured using Rutherford Backscattering Spectroscopy (RBS).  

Film roughness and density for a-GeTe and c-GeTe were analyzed using x-ray reflectivity 

(XRR).  Thickness was measured by a combination of XRR and FIB/SEM.  Structural 

analysis of annealed GeTe films was performed with GIXRD, where the angle of incidence 

was fixed at 2° and a Soller slit was used.  Four-point probe measurements provided a 

measure of sheet resistance and film resistivity when combined with film thickness.  SEM 

analysis allowed for morphological investigations of amorphous and crystallized films, as 

well as those deposited with an elevated substrate temperature.  Finally, IPCS devices 

fabricated using GeTe deposited under improved conditions were analyzed electrically and 

with a FIB/SEM.  

6.3 Results and Discussion 

The baseline GeTe deposition process described in Chapter 3 routinely produced films in the 

range of 3.5-5 ohm-μm over the course of IPCS device development.  This variation is cause 

for concern, as the primary IPCS specification for GeTe films is a very low crystalline 

resistivity.  As such the first aspect of GeTe deposition process improvement was to 

understand the possible sources of resistivity drift.  The power-pressure split matrix in 

Chapter 3 identified a strong correlation between deposition pressure and measured oxygen 

content.  It was speculated at that time that higher deposition pressures lead to a more porous 

structure, and given the tendency for surface oxidation in GeTe, bulk porosity could lead to 

bulk oxidation.  To understand this more fully, XRR was used to evaluate trends in density 

and roughness with deposition pressure (Figure 6.1). 
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Figure 6.1. X-ray reflectivity data of (a) amorphous and (b) crystalline GeTe as a function of 

deposition pressure. 
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Following deposition, as-deposited amorphous GeTe films (Figure 6.1a) present qualitatively 

similar characteristics around the critical angle θc.  Since the critical angle is related to 

electron density (and hence bulk density) as 𝜃𝜃𝑟𝑟 ∝ �𝜌𝜌, the density of as-deposited films can 

be taken to be very similar.  Furthermore, the signal attenuation as a function of angle, 

proportional to surface roughness, is similar for all films as well which indicates similarity in 

initial roughness.  Upon annealing at 280°C for 2 hours, significant differences are observed 

between deposition pressures (Figure 6.1b).  First, increasing deposition pressure induces a 

monotonic decrease in θc, or a decrease in film density.  This variation in density can be 

understood in the context of typical sputtering dynamics—specifically, increasing sputtering 

pressure decreases mean free path, average ion energy and sputter yield.  In this scenario 

sputtered atoms arriving at the substrate surface have relatively low surface mobility 

(especially with the substrate at room temperature) and any ions impinging on the substrate 

surface impart little energy to the Ge and Te atoms.  Hence very little microscopic 

reconstruction occurs during the deposition and a porous microstructure is observed.  At the 

low pressure end of the spectrum, ion and neutral species’ mean free path are large, ion 

energy is higher and sputter yield is higher as a result.  With an increased rate of relatively 

higher energy species (both neutrals and ions) arriving at the substrate surface, the imparted 

energy provides a means of surface reconstruction and ultimately densification.  Evaluating 

the data in Figure 6.1b further, it can be seen that post-anneal films at higher deposition 

pressure present more significant signal attenuation, which is related to surface roughness.  

That is, lower deposition pressures engender both higher densities and lower overall 
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roughness values in GeTe, both of which are desirable properties.  This is also further 

indication that excessive available porosity in higher deposition pressures can lead to bulk 

oxidation, as discussed in Chapter 3. 

To further explore roughness trends observed in Figure 6.1, SEM images of surface 

morphology were taken for each deposition pressure in the crystalline and amorphous states 

(Figure 6.2).  For amorphous films an increasing level of larger faceted grains are observed 

with increasing deposition pressure.  The origin of this morphology is unclear, although 

considering the oxidation observed for higher deposition pressures it may be a result of 

proportional increases in GeO2 and/or TeO2.  At 5mTorr no larger grains are obvious, though 

the surface takes on a somewhat granular appearance, similar to other pressures but more 

extensive in nature.  The fact that the XRR data indicated similar roughness characteristics 

for all deposition pressures is likely due to averaging effects, where a bimodal grain size 

distribution at high pressure and a more granular film at lower pressure similarly scatter the 

incident beam in a diffuse manner.  Crystallized GeTe films present an interesting contrast to 

their a-GeTe counterparts, in that no bimodal grain size distributions are observed and for the 

most part the morphology is similar between different pressure conditions.  From 10-

30mTorr a uniform granular morphology is observed, while the grain size and surface 

roughness appear to increase with pressure.  In stark contrast to higher pressures, the 5mTorr 

condition does not exhibit a granular morphology; rather, a significant number of cracks are 

observed, emanating in radial patterns consistent with relief of compressive stress during the 

anneal.  
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Figure 6.2. SEM analysis of a-GeTe and c-GeTe morphology as a function of deposition 

pressure.  All scale bars 500nm. 
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Based on the previous discussion it is clear that deposition pressure affects both the density 

and morphology of GeTe films.  To completely understand the possible origins of resistivity 

variation for this process, chemical composition as a function of deposition pressure was 

studied (Figure 6.3).  First, Ar content is observed to increase with decreasing deposition 

pressure.  This can be attributed to the fact that decreasing deposition pressure increases ion 

energy and mean free path; hence energetic Ar ions are much more likely to be imbedded in 

the GeTe films at low deposition pressure.  Second, consistent with the analysis in Chapter 3, 

oxygen concentration increases as a function of deposition pressure for both the crystalline 

and amorphous phases.  Considering the XRR results shown in Figure 6.1 it is not surprising 

that bulk oxidation of GeTe films can take place for high deposition pressures, whereas low 

deposition pressures create a sufficiently dense film to prevent subsurface oxidation.  Lastly, 

as seen in Figure 6.3a, the ratio of Ge:Te is seen to increase with decreasing pressure.  The 

compositional variation is not particularly large in the scope of reasonable sputtering 

variations; however it can drive significant differences in GeTe electronic properties in the 

form of Ge vacancy formation energy46.  Hence it is important to understand the origin of the 

compositional deviation from stoichiometric GeTe. 
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Figure 6.3. Effect of deposition pressure on (a) germanium, (b) oxygen and (c) argon content 

in amorphous and crystalline GeTe films. 
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The composition of thin films derived from compound targets in sputtering processes often 

match that of the target material by virtue of differential sputter yields.   That is, even if a 

compound is composed of two elements with vastly different sputter yields, as the high yield 

element is depleted from the target surface the ultimate composition is balanced by a 

proportionally larger surface content of the low yield material.  For GeTe the Ge:Te ratio 

varies by ~3 at% as a function of deposition pressure, which is close to the 50:50 

stoichiometry but enough of a deviation to cause significant differences in GeTe electronic 

properties46.  To explain this phenomenon, the relative sputter yield of Te/Ge as a function of 

ion energy and angle of incidence is presented in Figure 6.4.124  For all cases the Te sputter 

yield is >4x that of Ge.  This would imply that GeTe films from a stoichiometric target may 

actually be Te rich, which, based on Figure 6.3a, is not the case.   

 

Figure 6.4. Te:Ge sputter yield ratio as a function of ion energy and angle.124 
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There are several physical processes at play in this scenario so a discussion of possible 

sources for compositional variation is warranted.  GeTe was found to sublime nearly 

congruently at roughly 50:50 stoichiometry for temperatures from 25-938°C 125, hence Te 

depletion due to differential sublimation rates is unlikely.  Furthermore, in spite of what is 

likely an elevated surface temperature, it is unlikely that the target surface itself is being 

heated to a sufficient level that would drive compositional non-uniformities due to 

evaporation.  Returning to differential Ge:Te sputter yields presented in Figure 6.4, even if 

the target surface composition is being reconfigured such that a 1:1 sputter rate is observed 

for Ge and Te, if the GeTe film is being exposed to high energy ions during deposition, a 

process known as back sputtering, the film surface could become Te deficient.  This scenario 

could explain why lower pressures exhibit proportionally lower Te content since ion energy 

is inversely proportional to deposition pressure.  This effect could be further studied by 

varying applied power to the sputter cathode or varying the target-substrate distance (throw) 

such that the substrate is further removed from unwanted ion bombardment.  Of course both 

of these variations will cause a decrease in deposition rate and a relative increase in impurity 

incorporation; hence the film resistivity may be compromised.  Another potential factor in 

the observed unusual Ge:Te ratio behavior is the difference in sticking coefficient between 

Ge and Te.  That is, energetic species impinging on the surface will have some residence 

time depending on surface temperature, particle kinetic energy, and various substrate-atom 

interactions.   It is possible that Te has a lower sticking coefficient that Ge when deposited in 

this temperature range on Si3N4 surfaces.  A final possibility for wafer to wafer 
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compositional variation would be variations in target composition as a function of depth.  

While this cannot be ruled out, exploring the power-pressure-throw process space could help 

more clearly identify the primary source. 

In spite of these detailed compositional and morphological investigations it is unclear 

whether using deposition pressure to control desired film properties—most importantly 

crystalline resistivity—is a viable path for consistently low Rsheet values.  Moreover, the 

microstructural issues identified in Chapter 5 will still be present without introducing a 

significant deposition process change.   

In order to obtain dense, low resistivity GeTe films with immunity to bulk oxidation a 

completely different as-deposited microstructure is desired.  The most viable process path for 

doing so is to impart thermal energy to the substrate, allowing arriving species to sustain a 

higher surface mobility and ultimately attain a more favorable crystallographic configuration.  

In any deposition process, nucleation and growth processes are initially controlled by the 

relative energies of impinging atoms and the substrate.  Lattice mismatch, surface topology 

and defectivity also play a role in nucleation and growth; however for the process described 

herein, assuming a common amorphous template among all samples (i.e. PECVD Si3N4), 

atomic energy distributions will be the most substantial contributor to morphological 

changes.  Assuming invariant ion energy for the moment, very low surface temperatures will 

have the effect of increasing atomic sticking coefficients but at the detriment of surface 

mobility—arriving sputtered atoms are to an extent “frozen” in place.   As the surface 
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temperature is increased, atomic mobility increases which results in more substantial grain 

growth and a greater degree of crystallinity.  Fast-growing crystallographic orientations out-

compete slow growth rate counterparts, so elevated substrate temperatures can sometimes 

facilitate crystallographic texturing.  Given the larger grain sizes and orientation-dependent 

growth rate distribution, increased surface roughness can also be observed with increasing 

substrate temperature.   The Thornton model of thin film microstructure98 shows that when 

relating substrate temperature to the melting point of the sputtered material one observes a 

variety of morphologies consistent with the earlier discussion. Continuing to elevate the 

surface temperature will ultimately drive adatom mobility up to the point where impinging 

atoms retain enough kinetic energy to leave the surface.  This is a reduction in sticking 

coefficient which ultimately compromises deposition rate.  Additionally, films deposited at 

ever-increasing substrate temperatures will be exposed to thermally induced stresses 

associated with CTE mismatch between film and substrate.  Aside from microstructural 

concerns, for GeTe in particular one must be cognizant of the fact that increasing temperature 

also substantially increases sublimation rate, and while GeTe vapor is by far the most 

prominent species in equilibrium with solid GeTe a small fraction of Te2 vapor is also 

present at high temperatures125 which could have the effect of preferential Te depletion 

during film deposition.  Having outlined a generalized relationship between substrate 

temperature and thin film microstructure, a series of experiments utilizing a heated substrate 

platform for GeTe deposition were undertaken. Previous studies of heated GeTe deposition 

were either focused on a different deposition method38 or not focused on minimizing 
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crystalline resistivity or improving GeTe morphology26,38.  Hence an investigation is 

warranted here. 

 

Figure 6.5. SEM images of GeTe films deposited at various substrate temperatures and 

annealed at 280°C for 2hrs.  Samples are viewed at an angle on a cleaved edge. Scale bars 

1μm. 
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Figure 6.5 shows the morphology of GeTe films deposited at various substrate temperatures 

and annealed at 280°C for 2hrs.  Films deposited below the crystallization temperature, 

roughly 190°C, exhibited substantial morphological changes upon annealing.  This is 

consistent with the previously discussed density reduction with crystallization.  Cracks are 

clearly present in the 25°C and 100°C samples however the surface itself is otherwise 

relatively smooth.   At 150°C a somewhat transitional morphology appears where radial 

crack-like features are observed, however they only appear to be superficial.  Furthermore 

the generally smooth morphology observed ≤100°C is replaced by a slightly roughened 

surface.  Upon increasing the substrate temperature from 150°C to 200°C and 250°C, surface 

roughness continues to increase.  This is a result of the previously discussed enhanced 

adatom mobility and higher rate of grain growth. More importantly, no cracks are observed 

after annealing films deposited at 200°C and 250°C.  This indicates as-deposited film density 

is much closer to the ideal GeTe density and the microstructure is sustaining a much lower 

void content compared to films deposited at room temperature.  Furthermore, given that these 

films are deposited above the GeTe crystallization temperature, any subsequent annealing 

step will also not induce the amorphous to crystalline volume change observed for room 

temperature deposited GeTe films.   

Beyond the microstructural changes induced by increasing substrate temperature, a strong 

tendency toward crystallographic texture modification is observed via GIXRD (Figure 6.6).  

Films deposited at room temperature and annealed take on the typical rhombohedral structure 

(JCPDS no. 47–1079).  Increases in substrate temperature lead to progressively stronger 
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texturing toward the (00l)-type reflections, where l=3,6, at the expense of the (021), (202), 

(220) and (042) reflections.  Studies on the high temperature deposition of GeTe on Si126,127 

have noted a proclivity toward (00l) reflections; hence the added thermal energy during 

sputter deposition is promoting ordering in the trajectory of a slightly distorted rocksalt 

structure.  Furthermore, the XRD dataset can be used to evaluate trends in grain size via a 

broadening mechanism described by the Scherrer equation 𝐷𝐷 = 𝐾𝐾𝐾𝐾 𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝛽𝜃𝜃⁄ , where D is 

crystallite size, K is a shape factor (often 0.94), λ is the x-ray wavelength, β is the peak full 

width at half max (FWHM) and θ is the Bragg angle.128  Assuming grain size is the dominant 

factor in peak broadening for these samples, the Scherrer equation at a minimum can provide 

a relative notion of changes in grain size with temperature.  Analyzing exclusively the (202) 

reflection using a pseudo-Voigt function, and taking into account the Cu Kα1 and Kα2 

spectral lines, it can be seen that particle sizes are 10.5nm, 13.8nm and 16.5nm for samples 

deposited at room temperature (annealed), 200°C and 250°C.  Hence at the same time 

significant texturing is occurring with increasing substrate temperature, grain size is 

increasing as well.  This could be indicative of a thermally activated distribution in growth 

velocity for grains of various orientations, which is not uncommon in deposition processes 

utilizing elevated temperatures.129  Further structural evaluation of these films utilizing 

electron beam-based diffraction analysis is ongoing.  
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Figure 6.6. GIXRD data for GeTe films deposited at various substrate temperatures and 

annealed at 280°C for 2 hours.  Data sets are shifted vertically for ease of comparison.  

Relevant GeTe reflections are identified. 

The next critical question to answer is, how do these microstructural and crystallographic 

changes affect GeTe crystalline resistivity?  Any improvements in microstructure which do 

not either maintain or reduce crystalline resistivity will be unacceptable for RF switch 

applications.  Figure 6.7 shows the effect of GeTe deposition temperature on observed 

resistivity, both before and after annealing at 280°C for 2 hours. 
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Figure 6.7. GeTe resistivity as a function of deposition temperature, before and after 

annealing at 280°C for 2 hours. 

Films deposited below the crystallization temperature present the typical high resistivity 

characteristic of a-GeTe.  Upon annealing, measured crystalline resistivity in the range of 3-4 

ohm-μm was observed.  At 150°C and above GeTe films exhibited little to no change in 

resistivity when annealed.  Consistent with Figure 6.6 this indicates films are being deposited 

in the crystalline state and sustaining associated high electrical conductivity.  Moving from 

150°C to 200°C the resistivity is observed to decrease to approximately 2 ohm-μm, which 

represents a significant improvement over baseline GeTe resistivity.  This improvement is 

likely a result of increased density, reduced void content, and increased grain size, all of 

which have the effect of decreasing scattering centers and increasing overall conductivity.  
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Increasing the substrate temperature beyond 200°C to 250°C an increase in resistivity is 

observed.  The exact mechanism for this increase is unclear; however one can expect 

compositional variations and possible phase segregation to start playing a role in electronic 

properties as substrate temperature is increased. 

Having determined that 200°C was the optimal substrate temperature from the perspective of 

both microstructure and crystalline resistivity, IPCS devices using the improved deposition 

process were fabricated.  The first critical point of evaluation for these films was the ability 

to sustain crack-free step coverage over baseline 50nm W heaters, covered in the Si3N4 

barrier.  Figure 6.8a shows cross sectional images of a 2nd generation IPCS device with the 

baseline GeTe deposition process, in which cracks are observed at the edges of the W heater, 

as discussed previously.  In contrast, when utilizing the 200°C GeTe deposition process no 

cracks are observed in the GeTe layer (Figure 6.8b).  This was confirmed electrically by 

measuring the resistance of an IPCS device in which the W heater is narrower than the RF 

gap, which would appear as an open circuit if there were cracks in the GeTe layer.  This 

device was observed to be fully electrically conductive.  The improved step coverage is the 

result of enhanced adatom surface mobility during deposition, as well as the increased film 

density and lack of amorphous-crystalline transition during fabrication.  As stated previously, 

the ability to use heater dimensions narrower than the RF gap will directly improve RF 

performance by diminishing capacitive coupling between RF signal line and the heater.  

When this is combined with overall lower GeTe resistivity (and consequently a lower RON) a 

significant improvement in switch performance can be realized. 
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Figure 6.8. (a) Cross sectional DF-TEM image of a 2nd generation IPCS device using the 

baseline GeTe deposition process, where cracks are observed over the W heater.  (b) Cross 

sectional SEM image of an IPCS device with the improved GeTe deposition process, where 

no cracks are observed in the GeTe layer.  Scale bars 200nm. 

The next point of evaluation for the improved deposition process is a cycle test in which the 

device is converted between ON and OFF states.  Figure 6.9 compares cycle performance for 
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baseline GeTe and heated deposition GeTe in the form of RON as a function of pulse number.  

The device design and layer thicknesses for each IPCS device are different, so the ON-state 

resistance is not meant to be identical; however, the relative change in RON with pulse 

number is a relevant comparison.  As shown previously, devices built on baseline GeTe 

exhibit a 15-30% drop in RON within the first ~100 pulses and the candidate device in Figure 

6.9 is no different.  In contrast, the heated deposition GeTe-based device exhibits extremely 

uniform RON behavior.  Given that the origin of RON variability in baseline IPCS devices lies 

in extensive microstructural reconstitution, the relative stability of heated deposition-based 

devices is by extension a result of optimal GeTe micromorphology in the as-deposited state.  

This characteristic bodes well for improved device reliability if the optimized microstructure 

is maintained over the course of many cycles.   
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Figure 6.9. RON as a function of pulse number for IPCS devices with heated and unheated 

GeTe deposition processes. 

To continue evaluating the relationship between GeTe morphology and switching behavior, 

Figure 6.10 shows pulsing characteristics and post-pulsing SEM images of two IPCS layouts.  

The 0.7x10μm RF gap/0.7μm heater layout presents excellent ON and OFF-state resistance 

trajectories, where both are very stable as pulse number increases (Figure 6.10a).  As 

discussed in Chapter 5 a stable RON indicates little to no microstructural reconstitution, while 

a stable ROFF is an early indicator that voids are not forming or coalescing in the center 

region.  Both of these features are consistent with the basic premise of this work—optimal 
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GeTe micromorphology in the as-deposited state reduces electrical variability by retaining 

the same optimal structure during and after pulsing.  Upon evaluating this device after 

pulsing (Figure 6.10c), no voids were indeed observed in the center of the RF gap.  More 

detailed STEM analyses will be needed to determine if this is true on a much smaller scale. 

If these characteristics are then compared with a second IPCS layout, 2.2x10μm RF 

gap/1.1μm heater (Figure 6.10b), stable resistances for ON and OFF-states are not observed.  

Moreover, substantial voiding is present along the heater centerline further indicating non-

optimal device operation.  The fact that these voids exist may indicate a void source which 

has nothing to do with initial void content—that is, they may be a result of substantial stress 

observed in the GeTe layer or vaporization-induced voiding.  This was discussed in more 

detail in Section 5.3.  

Ultimately more work is required to fully develop the appropriate fabrication process, device 

layouts and pulsing conditions and understand the failure mechanisms specific to the 

improved GeTe deposition process.  However, initial results indicate the improved GeTe 

deposition process represents a promising path for improving switch performance and 

reliability. 
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Figure 6.10.  Pulsing characteristics and post-pulsing SEM images of two heated deposition-

based IPCS devices, with dimensions (a,c) 0.7x10μm RF gap/0.7μm heater,  and (b,d) 

2.2x10μm RF gap/1.1μm heater. Scale bars 5μm. 

6.4 Conclusions 

Upon evaluating the baseline GeTe process, it was found that deposition pressure affects not 

only oxygen content, as discussed in Section 3.4, but also Ar content and Ge:Te ratio.  
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Furthermore extensive structural and morphological changes were observed upon 

crystallization for GeTe films deposited from 5-30mTorr.  A deposition process which 

incorporates a heated substrate platform was developed and it was found that 200°C 

produced dense, crack-free GeTe films which had a minimum resistivity of 1.9ohm-μm.  

Given the improved morphology, implementing this process in the fabrication of IPCS 

devices allowed for an expanded design space in which the heater width is inset from the RF 

gap.  Furthermore, device pulsing characteristics for a candidate device showed promising 

ON and OFF-state characteristics as a function of pulse number.  Another device exhibited 

void formation in the channel region following pulsing; hence a more detailed investigation 

into the origin of voids in IPCS devices must be undertaken. 
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7 Conclusions and Future Directions 

7.1 Conclusions 

The basis of this body of work was to understand the relationship between fundamental phase 

change material properties; GeTe deposition processes and resultant bulk properties; and 

IPCS device performance and reliability. 

As-deposited properties of GeTe films were shown to depend strongly on deposition pressure 

and substrate temperature, in the form of microstructure and electronic properties.  

Investigating the GeTe layer when implemented in an IPCS device, it was found that 

significant microstructural modifications occur during pulsing.  Pre-existing voids, along 

with others possibly generated during pulsing, coalesce along the centerline of the device.  

Furthermore large scale grain growth was observed and tied to the melt-quench processes 

taking place during OFF pulses.  A phenomenological model for melting and 

recrystallization based on a propagating growth front was suggested and confirmed using 

STEM analysis. Based on these observations an improved deposition process was developed 

in which elevated substrate temperatures were used to improve grain size, density and 

ultimately resistivity.  Implementing the improved films in IPCS devices yielded promising 

results, though more work must be done to optimize device geometry and pulse conditions 

for the newly configured GeTe film.  Ultimately by establishing the blueprint connecting 

GeTe properties with IPCS device performance and reliability, substantial technological 

gains are possible. 
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7.2 Future Directions 

This work established the foundational connection between as-deposited GeTe morphology, 

device switching characteristics and post-cycling GeTe morphology.  There is certainly more 

work to be done to understand this interdependency more fully, and some of these 

experiments are currently underway.  To summarize: 

1. The source of voiding during IPCS pulsing must be understood if long term reliability 

is to be achieved.  Voiding was observed in devices with both baseline and heated 

deposition GeTe, so the possibilities of vaporization-induced or stress-induced 

voiding must be investigated.  For the former, analyzing the Ge:Te ratio along the 

edge of a void could identify voiding if mixed Ge and Te vapor are in equilibrium 

because upon cooling the Ge vapor will condense first, followed by Te at lower 

temperatures.  Observing Te enrichment along the edge of a void may indicate 

boiling.  To identify stress as a primary actor in void formation, the thickness of the 

top Si3N4 passivation could be increased and/or the GeTe thickness decreased.  If the 

Si3N4 layer is flexing to accommodate volume expansion from vaporization, 

thickening that layer will engender higher mechanical rigidity and perhaps prevent 

the GeTe from relaxing and forming cracks which reconstitute into voids.  For both 

stress and boiling, reducing the max GeTe temperature by decreasing thermal 

gradients throughout the layer is critical.  This would be accomplished through design 

variations or changes to device architecture, such as the application of a heater both 

above and below the GeTe layer.   
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2. If stress in the GeTe layer turns out to be the primary driver for void creation, the 

extent to which stress in the as-deposited GeTe film plays a role must be understood.  

This could be accomplished with a similar set of process development and 

morphological investigations described in this work. 

3. The relationship between GeTe morphology and electronic properties should be 

further explored by evaluating methods for creating larger grain sizes and decreasing 

roughness, and for evaluating the effect of crystallographic texturing on electronic 

properties.  Furthermore the morphology of GeTe deposited using a heated substrate 

platform must be evaluated when implemented in IPCS devices.  Given the 

connection between morphology and switch performance in 2nd generation IPCS 

devices, it is probable that further investigation will yield promising paths for device 

improvement. 

4. Upon improving the thin film heaters in 2nd generation IPCS devices, the GeTe layer 

was shown to be a primary limiting element for device reliability.  As the problem 

with voiding is addressed, other failure mechanisms are likely to be observed at 

higher pulse numbers.  Extensive morphological evaluations will need to be 

undertaken to determine if the IPCS architecture ultimately suffers from 

electromigration, compositional segregation or other deleterious processes. 
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